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ABSTRACT
Stanton, Ashley Renee. M.A. The University of Memphis. May, 2014. “Legless
Birds”: A Re-examination of the Motivating Factors Behind Hieroglyphic “Mutilation.”
Major Professor: Nigel C. Strudwick, Ph.D.
It has often been assumed that the “mutilation” of animate hieroglyphic signs in
ancient Egypt was meant to protect the deceased from harm in a tomb context. Using a
semiotic perspective, this study will encourage a re-evaluation of this dominant
explanation. The Egyptian hieroglyph can be interpreted on both iconic and symbolic
levels, making a unilateral reading of any given sign unlikely.
“Mutilation” has been expressed in many different ways throughout Egyptian history,
from both outside and inside a funerary context, and to several different ends. This study
will examine the “mutilation” of bird-signs in the late Middle Kingdom and Thirteenth
Dynasty, in particular, to demonstrate that there could be many possible explanations for
the practice of “mutilation,” including: the provisioning of food for the afterlife, the
adaptation of fashionable imagery, or as an oblique reference to the dismemberment of
Osiris.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The interaction between texts and art in ancient Egypt is evidenced not only by their
juxtaposition on monuments and statuary, but also on a smaller scale within the Egyptian
writing system itself. The pictographic nature of the hieroglyphic script allows for the
combination of both of these forms of visual communication – writing and images – into
a cohesive format that results in the potential for great magical efficacy.
Because of this connection between hieroglyphs and magic, we sometimes see the
erasure or alteration of certain words or images in a hieroglyphic text that was meant to
effect a desired outcome. Considering that these hieroglyphic signs, which are essentially
images in miniature, act as a “point of contact”1 with their counterparts in physical or
metaphysical reality, any action that affected the hieroglyphic sign could theoretically be
transferred to the represented entity.
Accordingly, there are many instances throughout Egyptian history of what modern
scholars have termed the “mutilation” of hieroglyphs. “Mutilation” has been traditionally
applied to cases in which the hieroglyph was intentionally left incomplete or bisected by
the original craftsman. This practice began in Egypt’s Old Kingdom, appearing in
conjunction with the inscription of the Pyramid Texts on the walls of the kings’ burial
chambers. The practice seems to have lapsed for some time after the First Intermediate

1

Robert K. Ritner, “Killing the Image, Killing the Essence: The Destruction of Text and
Figures in Ancient Egyptian Thought, Ritual, and ‘Ritualized History’,” in Iconoclasm and Text
Destruction in the Ancient Near East and Beyond, ed. Natalie May, Oriental Institute Seminars,
No. 8 (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2012), 395.
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Period; it was revived in the late Middle Kingdom and continued into the Second
Intermediate Period.
“Mutilation” has also been used, however, to describe instances of iconoclasm, in
which the names or images of various deities were erased, as in the reign of Akhenaten.
The term has further been applied to the erasure of names and images that was motivated
by personal vendettas, as in some of the Theban tombs, or by political ambition, as in the
proscription of references to Hatshepsut’s kingship carried out by Thutmose III.
This imprecise use of terminology has perhaps led modern scholars to make certain
generalizations regarding the “mutilation” of hieroglyphs (where the signs are left
incomplete or bisected), namely that they were modified in such a fashion so as to protect
the deceased from physical harm. In some instances, this may well be the case, as
suggested by the mutilation of animal figurines and evidence from the Pyramid Texts.
This study hopes to show, however, that the “mutilation” of hieroglyphs was not
necessarily carried out with such a singular goal in mind.
In order to demonstrate that the “mutilation” of hieroglyphs may have had multiple
motivating factors, a semiotic perspective has been adopted so that some of the prevalent
ideas surrounding the discourse on this topic can be re-examined. The processes of sign
creation and interpretation are controlled by complex mechanisms that allow for a variety
of readings concerning a given sign. Within the Egyptian cultural milieu itself,
particularly the magico-religious realm, multiple realities can exist simultaneously,
overlapping or overriding one another according to the given circumstances. Given that
hieroglyphs are heavily influenced by magico-religious considerations, then, it seems
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rather difficult to accept that their “mutilation” could only have been conducted
according to only one version of reality.
Chapter Two will lay the groundwork for understanding semiotics as a viable
theoretical construct with which to approach this problem, focusing mainly on the fluidity
of sign meaning and the reliability of context as a basis for the interpretation of signs. A
brief history of the field of semiotics paired with a terminological overview will help to
clarify how signs are made and interpreted in an abstract sense.
Chapter Three will then discuss the applicability of semiotic concepts to ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs. Ancient Egyptian is particularly ripe for this kind of analysis: the
pictographic system of writing adds several layers of complexity to the interpretation of
these signs that are not present in an arbitrary sign-system like the English alphabet, in
which the signs bear no resemblance to a real-world entity.
In Chapter Four, we will examine the various modes of sign “mutilation,” both extraand intra-linguistic, which can be documented throughout Egyptian history. “Mutilation”
carried out for political, personal, or religious gain will be contrasted with the intentional
“mutilation” of hieroglyphic signs for an apotropaic function. An examination of the
implications of these various “mutilations” will illustrate the multiplicity of factors that
can motivate sign “mutilation.”
Chapter Five presents several examples of hieroglyphic “mutilation,” mostly from the
late Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period, with a focus on instances in which
bird-signs have been carved without legs. These examples were chosen on the basis that
some birds do not appear to be inherently threatening, which causes one to question the
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prevailing theory that they were “mutilated” in order to prevent them from harming the
deceased.
Chapter Six will take these examples and apply a semiotic analysis to them, allowing
us to weigh the relative merits of various theories that have been put forth to explain
hieroglyphic “mutilation.” Building on this analysis, it is hoped that the following study
will contribute some new ideas to the discussion.

4

CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: AN OVERVIEW OF SEMIOTICS

As noted in the introduction, this study aims to re-evaluate the widely accepted
viewpoint concerning the motivations for modifying animate hieroglyphs, namely that
the goal was to arrest their movement in order to prevent them from harming the
deceased. Bal and Bryson have suggested the benefit of using a semiotic perspective to
counter certain methodologies employed in art history,1 one of which is the purported
reliability of context. Before this is considered, however, we shall begin with a
terminological overview that will later serve to clarify the operative reasoning in this
endeavor.
Semiotics, in the most rudimentary sense, can be defined as “the study of the sign.”2
The sign, in turn, can be broadly defined as something that can be interpreted in such a
way so as to have a meaning extraneous to its being. The term semiosis, or “the action of
signs,”3 refers simultaneously to the processes that govern the way in which something
becomes recognizable as a sign and how we then interpret it.4 Semiosic5 mechanisms, by
1

Mieke Bal and Norman Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” The Art Bulletin 73,
(1991): 175. I would like to thank Dr. William McKeown for alerting me to this reference and for
his suggestion that the value of a semiotic approach to an art historical topic lies in its ability to
destabilize dominant interpretations of a given phenomenon (personal communication).
2

Paul Cobley, “Introduction,” in The Routledge Companion to Semiotics, edited by Paul
Cobley (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 3. The term “semiotics” is ultimately derived
from the Greek sēmeîon (σηµειον), the Latin translation of which is signum. See Umberto Eco,
Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984), 26.
3

John Deely, Basics of Semiotics (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University
Press, 1990), 105.
4

Bal and Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” 175.
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which is meant those processes just described, permeate virtually all aspects of our
perception and understanding of various phenomena; indeed, Deely makes the grandiose
statement that “the history of semiosis and the history of the universe, at least insofar as
the universe inclines toward a species of our linguistic type as part of itself, are the same
thing.”6 In contrast with the daunting task of explicating ‘the history of the universe,’
though, it will be sufficient to attempt to trace the lineage of semiotics as a discipline and
its relationship to art historical inquiry for the purposes of this study.
In general terms, the work of Ferdinand de Saussure has become almost synonymous
with semiotics.7 For him, sémiologie, the term he coined for the study of signs, was
limited to the sphere of human culture, of which the most dominant sign system is
language.8 As such, Saussure’s exploration of the sign has often been characterized as
being linguistically biased,9 though he imagined that the principles upon which he based
his analysis could be applied in a more general sense.10 Each linguistic sign (signe),11

5

Regarding “semiosic” vs. “semiotic,” the first adjective describes semiosis, “the action
of signs,” while the second can be understood as being of or related to the study of semiosis.
Cobley goes so far as to characterize semiotics as a process of “producing ‘signs about signs.’”
See Paul Cobley, “Semiosis,” in The Routledge Companion to Semiotics, edited by Paul Cobley
(London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 318.
6

Deely, Basics of Semiotics, 105.

7

Saussure (1857–1913) was a Swiss linguist who can be credited with laying the
foundations for modern semiotics. His Cours de linguistique générale (1916), which was based
on his notes and published after his death, is one of the earliest treatises on the subject. See John
E. Joseph, Saussure (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012) for biographical information.
8

Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale (Paris: Éditions Payot &
Rivages, 1916), 33.
9

Cobley, “Introduction,” 3.

10

Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale, 33.

11

Ibid., 99.
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according to him, is comprised of two elements: a mental “sound pattern” that has,
through repeated usage, become associated with that sign (signifant) and a “concept” that
reproduces a given worldly phenomenon in abstraction (signifié).12 This subdivision can
perhaps be best understood if we take the word as the base unit of sign-creation. One of
the central concepts governing the relationship between the signifant and the signifié,
according to Saussure, is that it is arbitrary; no “external factors”13 are involved. Thus the
sound pattern [dawg] for the word-sign “dog” bears no resemblance to the concept of a
canine in reality. The early English translations of Saussure’s work, which render
signifant as ‘signifier’ and signifié as ‘signified,’ have contributed somewhat to a
pervasive misunderstanding of these terms; the ‘signifier’ is often conflated with the
‘sign,’ that is, “anything that [does] the work of signifying,” while the ‘signified’ has
been understood as the “object of signification.”14 Such an interpretation is
understandable in view of the fact that a linguistic sign and the sound that it represents
are nearly inseparable from the concept to which it refers. This misinterpretation, which
nevertheless opened the door for extra-linguistic applications, represents a distortion in
relation to Saussure’s original intent.15
The Saussurean approach to the study of language through semiotics exhibits
structuralist tendencies in that the meaning of a sign is contingent on its juxtaposition to
12

Cobley, “Introduction,” 8. It is worth noting that many of the conclusions drawn in this
work are based upon the interpretations of specific scholars with regard to semiotics, a field in
which, appropriately, numerous interpretations are possible.
13

Roy Harris, “Saussure,” in The Routledge Companion to Semiotics, ed. Paul Cobley
(London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 312.
14

Cobley, “Introduction,” 8.

15

Ibid.
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other signs within an overall system. The concept and phonetic value attached to a sign
are meaningless in a vacuum; their significance is predicated on their difference from the
corresponding elements contained in other signs.16 Saussurean semiotics is
synchronically based in that it strives to examine a language within certain boundaries –
“the global set of rules governing [it]” 17 at a certain time – giving it a rather static
quality. The advent of post-structuralist thought, however, worked to subvert this model
of semiotic analysis. Derrida, for instance, wrote on “l’impossibilité d’arrêter la
différance en son contour, d’arraisonner l’hétérogène (la différance) dans la pose.”18 Let
us deconstruct this. Playing off of Saussure’s thought that words gain meaning vis-à-vis
other words, Derrida coined the term différance, an intentional misspelling of the French
word différence. This change, which is not audibly perceptible in French,19 embodies an
ambiguity on which Derrida based his argument for the fundamental instability of the
sign. The French verb différer encompasses two meanings: the English equivalents of “to
defer” and “to differ,”20 characterized by Derrida as temporization and spacing,
respectively.21 Différance, then, is “irreducibly polysemic”22 in that it refers
simultaneously to both deference and difference. When a sign refers to something, it
16

Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale, 166.

17

Bal and Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” 191.

18

Jacques Derrida, La vérité en peinture (Tours: Flammarion, 1978), 93.

19

Jacques Derrida, “Différance,” in Margins of Philosophy, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1982), 3.
20

Pocket Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2005), 131.
21

Derrida, “Différance,” 8-9.

22

Ibid., 8.
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represents the “deferred presence”23 of that thing: the sign acts as a proxy for the thing
that is absent. This is Derrida’s temporization. The sign that is present, though, is
constituted as such by what it is not; the “interval”24 that separates the two should be
understood as Derrida’s spacing. Returning to the passage above, Derrida thus argues that
différance, this dual process of deferral and differentiation, cannot be halted in that one
sign inevitably leads to another.25 This sense of motion subverts the apparent stability of
Saussure’s theory.26
Present semiotic methodology acknowledges the fluidity of sign-meaning. Manetti,
for example, has discussed the relative inadequacy of taking a purely Saussurean
approach to a semiotic analysis in relation to both ancient sign systems and present
investigations.27 Following Saussure’s lead, linguistics has traditionally recognized two
types of meaning: one that exists independently of experience, and one that is essentially
determined by it.28 Saussure’s sign theory is based on a model of “sign as identity,”29 in
which the sign is self-defining in a sense; there is a relationship of “equivalence” between
the sign and that to which it refers. This derivation of meaning, which exists outside of

23

Derrida, “Différance,” 9.

24

Ibid., 13.

25

Ibid., 11.

26

Bal and Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” 192.

27

Giovanni Manetti, “Ancient Semiotics,” in The Routledge Companion to Semiotics, ed.
Paul Cobley (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 27-28.
28

John Haiman, “Dictionaries and Encyclopedias,” Lingua 50 (1980): 332.

29

Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1984), 46.
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experience, is analogous to the use of a dictionary.30 The meaning of a sign that is related
to culture and experience, however, is based on an encyclopedic model in that “it
connects every sign with a hypothetical plurality of contexts and circumstances.”31 One
example is the

-sign (Egyptian Grammar, “Sign-List,” D28).32 Using a dictionary

model to interpret this sign, it is clear that it represents a pair of arms. An encyclopedic
reading, however, would show us that this sign also represented the kA, an aspect of
identity in Egyptian religion that can be approximated to an animating life force.33
The work of pioneers in semiotics such as Charles Peirce extended the general
principles behind Saussure’s sémiologie to fields outside of linguistics, a paradigmatic
shift that incorporated signs in nature as well as culture.34 Peirce’s understanding of
semiosis, however, took on a tripartite form, consisting of the representamen, the object,
and the interpretant.35 Two of these components are fairly straightforward: the
representamen is the equivalent of the sign, and the object is the thing to which the
representamen refers. Peirce’s major contribution was the addition of an intermediary
element between the representamen and the object. This element, known as the
30

Haiman, “Dictionaries and Encyclopedias,” 332.

31

Manetti, “Ancient Semiotics,” 27.

32

Sir Alan Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar: Being an Introduction to the Study of
Hieroglyphs, 3rd Ed., Rev. (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1957), 474. Subsequent signs will be
referred to by their Gardiner sign-list number following this abbreviated format: (EG, A1).
33

John Baines, “Society, Morality, and Religious Practice,” in Religion in Ancient Egypt:
Gods, Myths, and Personal Practice, ed. Byron E. Shafer (Ithaca and London: Cornell University
Press, 1991), 145. This sign is also related to the word kAw (
), “offerings,” in that the arms
are outstretched to receive said offerings (Dr. Lorelei Corcoran, personal communication).
34

Cobley, “Introduction,” 9.

35

Bal and Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” 188.
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interpretant, should not be understood as the agent who is interpreting the object, but
rather as an image in the mind that is called forth by the representamen. Thus, two
separate viewers who are engaged with the same representamen can produce two
separate interpretants. For example, imagine two people viewing the same Egyptian text:
one is an Egyptologist and the other is a casual viewer with no knowledge of Egyptian
grammar. The Egyptologist points out the word

, which serves as our

representamen. The casual viewer looks at this and, perhaps latching onto the giraffe
determinative, forms a mental image of a giraffe: his interpretant. The Egyptologist, on
the other hand, looks at this and forms a mental image of the sound pattern sr: her
interpretant.36 Both interpretations are valid.
This example can be pushed further to illustrate the “dynamic”37 aspect of Peirce’s
interpretation: a phenomenon sometimes called “unlimited semiosis.”38 According to this
principle, each interpretant becomes a new sign itself, which in turn calls forth a new
interpretant. This never-ending chain reaction is conceptually related to Derrida’s
différance in that the latter specifically describes the forces that act to perpetuate this
process (see p. 8f., above). The casual viewer listed above, upon thinking of the giraffe,
perhaps now thinks of a zebra, which makes him think, in turn, of a lion. The

36

An untrained viewer would recognize neither a phonetic nor, in all likelihood, a

pictorial value for and
, leading him/her to concentrate on the first immediately
recognizable sign, the giraffe. The Egyptologist, on the other hand, would recognize this grouping
as a verb, determined by the giraffe sign for an unknown reason (see Gardiner, Egyptian
Grammar, 461).
37

Bal and Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” 191.

38

Rocco Capozzi, “Unlimited Semiosis,” in The Routledge Companion to Semiotics, ed.
Paul Cobley (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 349.
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Egyptologist, having thought of sr, probably thinks next of the English verb “foretell,”
which may then lead her to imagine something that is associated with the verb in her own
culture, such as a fortune teller.
Over and above his investigations of sign formation, Peirce envisioned broad,
universal categories that could pertain to all avenues of intellectual inquiry: firstness,
secondness, and thirdness.39 These categories informed his thinking in several arenas of
thought, including the sign triad above. Something that exhibits the quality of firstness is
meaningful in itself; its significance is self-contained. Secondness is a trait that is
characterized by opposition; something gains significance only as it is juxtaposed to
something else. Finally, thirdness describes a state in which something acts as an
intermediary between two things. More concretely, Peirce’s theory of signs outlined
above represent these categories “in terms of qualities of signhood, relation to object and
relation to users,”40 respectively.
To further subdivide, each of these three distinctions has three of its own qualities of
firstness, secondness, and thirdness, resulting in a total of nine descriptors that can be
applied to a given sign (Table 1). The rows and columns are labeled with numbers to
indicate firstness, secondness, and thirdness. Regarding the first row, a sign may be
considered a fact (qualisign), a law (sinsign), or a convention (legisign). In the next row,
a sign can be related to its object on the basis of mutual resemblance (icon), in an
indicative capacity (index), or by means of repetitive association or concurrence
(symbol). Finally, the interpretant can take the form of a term (rheme), a proposition
39

Nathan Houser, “Peirce, Phenomenology and Semiotics,” in The Routledge Companion
to Semiotics, ed. Paul Cobley (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 90.
40

Cobley, “Introduction,” 7.
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(dicent), or an argument. 41 For the purposes of this study, the first and second rows (the
sign itself and the sign in relation to its object) are the most significant. The
classifications insofar as they are applicable to Egyptian hieroglyphs will be elaborated
upon below (see Chapter Three).
Now that we have examined some of the theoretical concepts that inform this semiotic
approach, it is important to try to understand how such an approach is beneficial in a
general art historical sense. Bal and Bryson, in discussing sign theory and its relation to
context, have made some insightful observations regarding the interpretation of a work.
Context, they point out, is often understood as a stable construct, a given value upon
which we can safely base our interpretation of a visual text. In reality, context itself
constitutes a sign that is subject to varying interpretations; it can be extended
indefinitely.42 The authors connect this never-ending process of semiosis to Derrida’s
différance (see p. 8f., above). Though this stance seems to undermine the usefulness of
context as it applies to interpretation, Bal and Bryson wish merely to question “the goal
of totalizing contexts.”43 We will return to this concept in Chapter Six.
A practical application of semiotics to art history is Tonio Hölscher’s examination of
Greek art’s influence on Roman art. Using a semiotic model, he posited that “content and
subject” were the primary operators that influenced the Roman artist’s selection of

41

Houser, “Peirce, Phenomenology and Semiotics,” 92.

42

Bal and Bryson, “Semiotics and Art History,” 176-177.

43

Ibid., 177.
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images from the Greek artistic repertoire, as opposed to “style or taste.”44 Visual
elements that had once been anchored to a specific point in the diachronic progression of
Greek art were deployed in a Roman context to communicate a certain message. For
example, Roman artists adapted the Aphrodite of Capua type from the late fourth century
BCE, in which the goddess views her semi-nude reflection in the shield of Ares, as seen
in Figure 1, to communicate a slightly different message. Hölscher argues that certain
portrait groups of Mars and Venus from the Antonine period, seen in Figure 2, utilized
the Capua type for two reasons: 1) the goddess’ open arms could be slightly altered to
depict an embrace, and 2) her half-exposed form easily translated into a convincing
representation of this goddess as Mars’ lover.45 The content of the work determined
which elements or types were most appropriate to borrow in order to convey the intended
message. This concept, too, will be more fully explored in an Egyptian context below
(Chapter Six).
To summarize, semiotics helps us to examine what constitutes a sign and how that
sign can be interpreted. Saussure took a structuralist approach to solving this problem by
looking at a given sign’s relationship to other elements in a closed system at a given time.
By utilizing the concept of différance, Derrida demonstrated the theoretical impossibility
of stopping semiosis, arguing that one sign always leads to another (this also echoes
Peirce’s notion of “unlimited semiosis”). It is important to recognize that ‘context’ is
often just as subject to interpretation as the ‘text’ that arises from it. Finally, regarding
artistic repertoires, there are often cases in which stylistic elements from the past are
44

Tonio Hölscher, The Language of Images in Roman Art, trans. Anthony Snodgrass and
Annemarie Künzl-Snodgrass, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) 20-21. I would
like to thank Dr. Fred Albertson for recommending this source to me.
45
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adapted to the present on the basis of content in order to communicate a desired message.
We now need to examine this theoretical approach in an Egyptian context.

15

CHAPTER THREE
APPLYING SEMIOTICS TO EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHS

The pictographic nature of the Egyptian hieroglyphic system readily lends itself to
interpretation through a semiotic lens. Many Egyptian signs bear some resemblance to
the object to which they refer. Loprieno refers to this quality as a “connotative potential”
that empowers the sign to act as a “vehicle for the expression of a cultural attitude vis-àvis the entity it represent[s].”1 An examination of the feather sign

(EG, H6) in Peircean

terms, outlined in Table 1, will illustrate this capacity. On the level of firstness,

is a

qualisign: a quality; its meaning is self-contained. By extension, it is an icon in that it
resembles the object that it is meant to represent in the word
belonging to these categories of firstness,
divine name

, “feather.” In addition to

is also a legisign (a level of thirdness) in the

, Shu, because it is a convention for the phonetic value Sw.2 Social

practice has made it a symbol for that particular phonetic value. Returning to the word
, the in this word is a qualisign and a legisign, an icon and a symbol. This is akin to
Schenkel’s discussion of “double codification” in relation to Egyptian hieroglyphs.3
1

Antonio Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian: A Linguistic Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1995), 18.
2

One could argue, however, that, Shu being the god of air, the feather is operating on
more than a purely phonetic level here in that there is a functional relationship between feathers
and air.
3

As described in Jan Assmann, “Ancient Egypt and the Materiality of the Sign,” in
Materialities of Communication, ed. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht and K. Ludwig Pfeiffer (Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 1994), 16.
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Adding another layer of significance, also served as a determinative in the word
, mAat. Scenes of judgment in the afterlife as they are depicted in the Book of
the Dead, as in Figure 3, show the extremely symbolically charged nature of this sign,
which served as a metonymy for universal order.
Goldwasser has written at length on the fruitfulness of studying Egyptian hieroglyphs
in terms of semiotics, describing their “litmus-like” potential for highlighting the rapid
mental exchanges that often occur imperceptibly as we utilize and attempt to understand
language as a living construct.4 Goldwasser operates primarily from a Saussurean
approach,5 meaning that she accepts the ‘signifier’ and ‘signified’ as components of the
sign and that the object of signification is largely tangential to her examination of the
sign. She does acknowledge, though, that a majority of scholars favor a tripartite
interpretation of sign functioning:6 the link between sign and object is not direct in that a
third entity works between them. In Peircean terms: the interpretant is situated between
the representamen and object. On first view, the use of Saussurean terms may seem
incompatible with a study of hieroglyphs in that one of the defining characteristics of the
sign, according to Saussure, was that it was arbitrary. As mentioned above, rather than
being purely arbitrary, most hieroglyphs are at least “partially motivated”7 in that they

4

Orly Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor: Studies in the Semiotics of the Hieroglyphs,
Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 142 (Fribourg: University Press; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1995), 1.
5

Ibid., 29.

6

Ibid., 27.

7

Anne Hénault, “The Saussurean Heritage,” in The Routledge Companion to Semiotics,
ed. Paul Cobley (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 107.
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may bear some resemblance to the object to which they refer. Goldwasser resolves this
conflict with the addition of a second signifier. Thus, each Egyptian sign, for her, is
comprised of a written signifier that stands for the phonetic signifier, which in turn
gestures to the signified.8 She maintains that this is still valid within a Saussurean
framework in that the relationship between the phonetic signifier and its signified is, in
Egyptian, still arbitrary.9 Central to Goldwasser’s argument is the concept of the
“phonetic metaphor,” 10 a phrase used to describe the point at which a sign, through
repeated use, goes beyond its purely iconic value and evokes its phonetic value instead.
Though she subscribes to a Saussurean viewpoint and does not directly refer to Peirce,
the way in which Goldwasser uses certain terms suggests that they coincide with Peirce’s
sign vernacular: “icon” is used in the same sense, and Goldwasser’s “metaphor” can be
understood as a “symbol” (see p. 13, above).
Having explained Goldwasser’s understanding of the sign, we can now examine the
implications for an individual sign’s meaning in relation to itself and other signs with
which it is combined. Goldwasser utilizes the Narmer Palette, shown in Figure 4, to
demonstrate the process of sign creation, stating that, before the iconographical canon
was set, a given (phonetic) signifier may have had the flexibility of being attached to
several signifieds before settling on a “preferred signified.” The attributes that signified
“king” might still have been in flux when the palette was created,11 meaning that the

8

Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 29.

9

Ibid., 18.

10

Ibid., 1.

11

Ibid., 10.
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creators of these various signs (i.e., those in power) could further a specific political
agenda by imposing a particular worldview on the system of signification.12 The white
crown, bull’s tail, and smiting pose, which may have been associated only with a
particular region or cultural group prior to the creation of the Narmer Palette, gradually
became established as signs for the Egyptian kingship in general terms through repeated
usage. In a motivated pictographic system such as Egyptian, each sign’s “connotative
potential” 13 can shape the viewer’s perception of the sign; thus, each of the signs
associated with the king were meant to evoke certain cultural associations that would
reinforce a desired ideological interpretation.
Signs generally represent the “prototype”14 of a given category: thus the

sign

(EG, E14) in the word Tzm likely represented, for the Egyptians, the ideal “hound.”15 This
is not without parallel to the Egyptian artistic convention that has been termed the
“aspective”16 approach, according to which an object is shown as an amalgam of parts,
each of which is shown in its most instantly recognizable aspect.17 The uniliteral sign,

12

13

Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 31
Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian: A Linguistic Introduction, 18.

14

George Lakoff, Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal about
the Mind (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1987), 41, quoted in
Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 31.
15

Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 32-33.

16

Emma Brunner-Traut, “Epilogue – Aspective,” in Heinrich Schäfer, Principles of
Egyptian Art, trans. John Baines (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1986). See also Whitney Davis, The
Canonical Tradition in Ancient Egyptian Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989),
51.
17

The determination of how to depict a given element was not, however, based on an
ideal (Dr. Lorelei Corcoran, personal communication).
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Goldwasser argues, comes the closest to an alphabetic script in that these signs have
dropped, for the most part, their iconicity in favor of a purely phonetic reading.18 They
operate primarily as indicators that help to determine the meaning of a given biliteral or
triliteral. For instance, take the verb pri,

, “to go out.” The pr-sign,

(EG, O1),

as it stands alone, indicates a “select pictorial signified,” in this case, the plan of a house,
as well as a “phonetic signified” – pr.19 The addition of a single stroke below it (

)

gives the viewer an additional “pictorial trail” that gives the unit a nominal meaning.
Thus the meaning of the whole takes form as the viewer reconciles all of the given
information to arrive at the correct reading. Extraneous phonetic or pictorial data must be
discarded in order to determine the appropriate meaning that incorporates all of the
information given. See Figure 5 for an illustration of this process. Goldwasser states that,
in the case of the verb pri, the same essential process as outlined above for the noun pr
takes place, but the addition of the phonetic complement [r] actuates a shift to the
phonetic domain, meaning that the pictorial signified associated with pr is effectively
thrown out.20 The “legs walking” determinative,

(EG, D54), serves essentially to

finalize the meaning of the entire unit, indicating that the word belongs to the sphere of

18

Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 77.

19

Ibid., 47.

20

Ibid., 47. The present author would argue, however, that this is not quite as
straightforward as Goldwasser might suggest. The pr-sign, in its capacity for signifying the noun
“house,” acts as a prototype for the category [building]; it is frequently used to determine words
that refer to buildings. If an individual spends most of his/her time in a house, would this not, in
turn, serve as the prototype for that from which one “goes out”?
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action involving legs. This sign pinpoints a definition on the line that connects all
possible meanings between the pictorial and phonetic signifieds, as seen in Figure 6.
One of the qualities of the Egyptian script, according to Goldwasser, is that it is an
“open” system; spelling conventions, which were, for the most part, not strictly codified,
were subject to various permutations that allowed for the infiltration of “non-canonical
pressures.”21 As mentioned above (see p. 20), uniliteral signs are, in effect, “dead
metaphors,”22 that is, they generally do not retain their iconic meaning. There are
instances, however, in which even some of these signs were graphically altered in an
effort to seemingly mitigate some aspect of their iconic function, as we shall see below
(Chapter Five). After all, the majority of signifiers have multiple signifieds.23 For
example, the

-sign stands for the signified concept “bird,” specifically “owl,” on the

pictorial level. As such, it further signifies those qualities that we associate with birds,
including the “ability to fly away.”24 It also, however, has the phonetic value [m]. For this
reason, any change to the graphic presentation of a given sign has the potential to impact
our understanding of one of its many possible signifieds.
Having examined the way in which Egyptian signs can be understood from a semiotic
perspective, we can now examine how some signs have been altered throughout Egyptian
history to change their meaning.
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Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 33.
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Ibid., 78.
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Ibid., 80.
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Ibid., 79. Rather than indicating a particular Egyptian word, Goldwasser’s suggestion
in this case refers to the real-world behavior of birds.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AN OVERVIEW OF HIEROGLYPHIC “MUTILATION”

If, as argued by van Peer, the purpose of a linguistic sign is to “communicate in the
absence of an interlocutor,”1 then any interference with the sign has the potential to
jeopardize its intended meaning. Historically, then, tampering with a sign or signs could
be strategically deployed to a variety of ends; van Peer suggests two motivators that
apply to ancient Egypt: “magical function” and “political function.”2
The term “mutilation,” often used to describe both functions in Egyptological
literature, is regrettably well entrenched in discussions on hieroglyphic modification.
Concerning “magical function,” Lacau used “mutilation” in his pioneering study to
describe those instances in which the sign had been either left incomplete or bisected by
the original craftsman.3 “Mutilation” is elsewhere applied to those instances in which a
personal, political, or religious agenda drove a third party to attack signs that were
associated with existing monuments.4 In connection with these practices, it is often
surmised that destruction in some cases was carried out in order to protect those who
participated in iconoclasm from retribution. Bryan has discussed the patterns of damage
1

Willie van Peer, “Mutilated Signs: Notes toward a Literary Paleography,” Poetics
Today 18, No. 1 (Spring, 1997): 35.
2

Ibid., 33.

3

Pierre Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications de signes dans les textes funéraires.”
Zeitschrift für Ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde 51 (1913): 1-64. See p. 26ff. for a general
description of mutilation. See p. 55f. for instances where mutilation is applied to both incomplete
figures and bisected ones.
4

Betsy M. Bryan, “Episodes of Iconoclasm in the Egyptian New Kingdom,” in
Iconoclasm and Text Destruction in the Ancient Near East and Beyond, ed. Natalie May, Oriental
Institute Seminars, No. 8 (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2012),
373.
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to Hatshepsut’s royal statuary, in which attacks on the legs and feet of the image were
meant to immobilize it, thereby preventing any retaliatory activity. 5 Because of a
superficial resemblance between the act of damaging the legs of a statue and
incompletely carving a hieroglyph, a false correlation has often been drawn between
these practices, hence the use of the term “mutilation” for the latter. In reality, there is a
subtle distinction that needs to be made between the two; “mutilation” implies too much
malice for it to be applied accurately to instances in which a sign was left unfinished.6
The present author would tentatively suggest the term “attenuation” to describe those
cases in which the signs were carved incompletely; like an attenuated live virus, the
“attenuated” sign loses some of its magical potency but retains its overall functionality. In
the interest of clarity, however, it seems prudent to continue using the term “mutilation,”
considering the extent to which it has become incorporated in scholarly discourse.
Returning to the topic at hand, the focus of this study is on mutilation carried out for
what van Peer terms a “magical function,” but a brief overview of mutilation with a
“political function” is appropriate in order to help differentiate the Egyptological uses of
the term “mutilation.” We will also briefly examine “mutilation” with a religious
function, a category not discussed by van Peer.
Perhaps the best-known instances of mutilation to a political end belong to Egypt’s
New Kingdom; the Eighteenth Dynasty, in particular, is rife with examples. The

5

Bryan, “Episodes of Iconoclasm,” 368-369, Fig. 12.7 and 12.8.

6

“Mutilation” does seem to be an appropriate descriptor, however, for the practice of
inserting knives in hieroglyphic signs. Depictions of knives were often added to images and
hieroglyphs of the serpent Apep during the New Kingdom. See Ritner, “Killing the Image,
Killing the Essence,” 398, Fig. 13.5, and Robert K. Ritner, The Mechanics of Ancient Egyptian
Magical Practice, Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, 54 (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of
the University of Chicago, 1993), 163-167 for examples.
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proscription of Hatshepsut, for instance, is a well-known episode from this time period.
After the death of this female king, her successor, Thutmose III, enacted the
programmatic erasure of her name and images on various monuments. For some time, the
‘wicked stepmother’ theory prevailed, clinging to the notion that some sort of malice
toward her person (or perhaps, her femininity) brought about the erasure of Hatshepsut’s
name. The timing of the proscription, however, which began approximately 25 years after
her death,7 suggests the unlikeliness that a personal vendetta was the root of these actions.
It rather seems that these changes occurred in order to bolster the legitimacy of the
Thutmoside line by ideologically erasing any historic claims to the throne possessed by
the collateral Ahmoside line.8
This phenomenon can also be witnessed in the usurpation of royal statues,9 an
example of which is a statue of Amenhotep III, currently in the Louvre (A 20), that had
been re-carved in the image of Ramesses II.10 This usurpation is possible because royal
sculpture could mimic the features of an individual on the one hand, while
simultaneously expressing the idea of kingship on the other;11 in a Peircean sense, a royal

7

Peter F. Dorman, “The Proscription of Hatshepsut,” in Hatshepsut: From Queen to
Pharaoh, eds. Catharine H. Roehrig, Renée Dreyfus, and Cathleen A. Keller (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005), 267 and Peter F. Dorman, The Monuments of Senenmut:
Problems in Historical Methodology (London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1988),
46-65.
8

Bryan, “Episodes of Iconoclasm,” 366.

9

See Donald Spanel, Through Ancient Eyes: Egyptian Portraiture (Birmingham:
Birmingham Museum of Art, 1988), 7.
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Arielle P. Kozloff and Betsy M. Bryan with Lawrence M. Berman, Egypt’s Dazzling
Sun: Amenhotep III and His World (Cleveland: The Cleveland Museum of Art, 1992), 172-175.
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Dows Dunham, “Portraiture in Ancient Egypt,” Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts 41,
No. 246 (Dec., 1943), 68-72.
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statue served as both an icon and a symbol, respectively (see p. 13, above, for
definitions). A king like Ramesses II could change the iconicity of another king’s
sculpture by making it conform to his own image, but retain its symbolic value as it
related to the eternal office of kingship. The iconic value of a sculpture that was made to
resemble a particular king, however, did not necessarily correlate to an exact
reproduction of that king’s individual features.
Another example of this tension between icon and symbol can be seen on many of the
representations of kings who ruled during the Middle Kingdom. The face of a statue of
Amenemhat III from his pyramid temple at Hawara, currently in the Cairo Museum,
shows the young king with a “brooding seriousness”12 about him, which one can see in
Figure 7. The sculpture also features the characteristically large ears that are commonly
seen on representations of other kings during this time period. Though these
representations may have actually resembled the kings whom they were meant to portray
(perhaps large ears ran in the family), the communicative potential of certain exaggerated
features is probably the most important aspect of these sculptures. Regarding
representations of Senwosret III, like the one seen in Figure 8, Parkinson has stated that
the “huge ears almost certainly do not represent a feature of personal physiognomy but
the king’s capacity to hear his subjects’ petitions.”13 The ears are signs; they are not
necessarily icons, but they are certainly symbols. Thus, we cannot interpret a given

12

W. Stevenson Smith, The Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt, 3rd Ed., rev. with
additions by William Kelly Simpson (New Haven and Yale: Yale University Press, 1998), 102.
See Janine Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals: Egyptian Art in the Middle Kingdom (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 44-46, for more examples.
13

Richard Parkinson, Cracking Codes: The Rosetta Stone and Decipherment (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999), 66.
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depiction of a king on a purely superficial level without considering the underlying
ideological reasoning that partially dictated the form that the representation would take.
That being said, we cannot take the pictorial signified aspect of hieroglyphs strictly at
face value either. After all, the sculptural proclivity toward the creation of categories,
which are defined and reinforced by ideological prototypes, also carries over to the
execution of hieroglyphs. This is unsurprising, as hieroglyphs are essentially images in
miniature that are still subject to the overall canon of Egyptian artistic thought.14 As
stated above (see p. 19), a given element from the “Egyptian cultural sphere”15 is
represented by an image that can perhaps be described as the epitome, or “prototype” of
that category, a strategy not unlike the use of the aspective approach in Egyptian twodimensional art. In this case, the sign that serves as the most easily recognizable
representative of its category is used to direct the meaning of its associated phonetic
grouping.16 In a writing of one of the principal words for “temple,” (
the

), Hwt-nTr,

(EG, O1) determinative is not meant to suggest that the floor plan of the temple

is laid out as such. As a prototype for the category [building] (see n. 20, p. 20), the house
sign rather signifies that the phonetic group in question belongs to that category.
One intriguing caveat that should be considered in view of this philosophy of
categories is a sub-set of hieroglyphs that describe deficiencies. Goldwasser provides the
example that ‘baldness’ is not represented categorically by a depiction of a man’s head
14

Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient Egypt, Rev. Ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2008), 24.
15

Orly Goldwasser, Prophets, Lovers and Giraffes: Wor(l)d Classification in Ancient
Egypt, with an Appendix by Matthias Müller (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2002), 19.
16

Ibid.
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without hair (though such a representation is certainly possible in the Egyptian canon, see
Figure 9). It is rather determined by a lock of hair (

). As Goldwasser concisely

states, “The absence becomes all the more alive in the presence of the presence.”17
There is, however, another type of textual mutilation in ancient Egypt that van Peer
does not discuss, which can be described as having a “religious function.” Akhenaten’s
proscription of the names of various members of the Egyptian pantheon in the elite tombs
at Thebes can be read as an attack on the concept of multiple gods; this concept would
have been incompatible with the all-encompassing theological program associated with
the worship of the Aten.18 As stated by Bryan, there are examples of this erasure in the
Eighteenth Dynasty tomb of Suemniwet.19 Bryan notes that the name of Hathor has been
effaced, but that her epithet (nbt tx) remains intact. This could possibly be another
instance in which the absence of a particular sign is emphasized by the presence of
another. Naturally, though, the inconsistencies that can be seen in the patterns of
proscription may, as Bryan rightly suggests, be attributable to human error.20 This could
also simply underscore the importance of the name as a core component of identity21 that
was thus the most vulnerable to the magical ramifications of erasure.
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Goldwasser, From Icon to Metaphor, 93.
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Goldwasser, Prophets, Lovers and Giraffes, 124.
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Along with discussing mutilation with a “political function,” van Peer discussed
mutilation associated with a “magical function,” which was carried out because “the user
feared that (part of) the sign might call forth a dangerous referent.”22 In Pierre Lacau’s
seminal study on the patterns of hieroglyphic modification as they appear in funerary
texts, he cited precisely the same reason for this practice.23 This early work provides us
with an extremely useful framework that we can use to begin a discussion on the
alteration of hieroglyphs. One of the most important distinctions that Lacau made is that
these alterations only seem to occur in a funerary context,24 which will be further
discussed below (see Chapter Six). Lacau also outlined three specific modes of
modification: suppression, replacement, and mutilation,25 which he explains using
examples from the Pyramid Texts, in which are the first known attestations of
hieroglyphic modification.26 We will now examine each of these types.
I. Suppression
Regarding suppression, which can be defined as the omission of an unwanted sign,
there are three subcategories by which this mode of alteration is expressed: 1) basic
suppression,27 2) suppression which results in a new alphabetic writing,28 and 3)

22

van Peer, “Mutilated Signs,” 33.
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Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications,” 1.
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Ibid., 2.
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See p. 22f. of the present work for a discussion on the problematic nature of the term
‘mutilation’ and its imprecise usage in Egyptological literature.
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Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications,” 3, n. 2.
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Ibid., 3-5.
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Ibid., 6-12.
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suppression which results in the creation of a new sign.29 An example of the first, in
which we observe the complete absence of the sign, is the verb Hqr, “to eat,”

,

written without the use of the “man with hand to mouth” (EG, A2) determinative:

.30

Lacau mentions, though, that this method is rarely deployed, citing the primacy of sense
over sound in a graphic writing system.31 As for the second method, he cites the “man
leaning on forked stick,”

(EG, A20) which is ordinarily read smsw. This sign is

spelled out phonetically in the case of Teti’s pyramid:

.32 Another fascinating

expression of this type of modification is seen in the word r(m)T. Though the word is
almost always written without the uniliteral ‘m’ (
fully spelled out:

, the “seated man”

), in Unas’ pyramid it was
(EG, A1) and “seated woman”

(EG, B1) determinatives being absent.33 The third type of suppression to consider is the
type in which an entirely new sign is created so that an offensive sign in the conventional
spelling of a word does not have to be used. A prime example of this is in the tomb of
Pepi I, where the verb sDr, “to sleep,”

, is written with a closed eye (

29

Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications,” 12-16.
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Ibid., 4.
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Ibid.

32

Ibid., 6.
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Ibid., 7.
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)

or an empty bed (

) determinative. These were used in place of the Old

Kingdom form of “mummy lying on bed” (EG, A55), “man on bed”:

.34

II. Replacement
The next type of modification is replacement. This tactic, in which a sign was
substituted with a different sign, was used in several different ways: 1) replacement with
neutral signs, 2) replacement with a homophone, and 3) replacement with a general or
approximate determinative. The first method can be seen in the verb Hwi in Unas’
pyramid: the offending “man striking with stick” (EG, A24),
simple vertical stroke:

, is replaced with a

.35 The next example is interesting in that it only occurs in the

pyramid of Teti: instead of the “man falling” (EG, A15) sign to accompany the verb xr,
as in

, a kneeling bull appears:

. According to Lacau, this is not a simple

determinative substitution, but the bull was actually used to determine a word with the
same phonetic value. 36 The Wörterbuch entry for xry.t (

) indicates that this

word, which refers to a type of cattle, should be understood as a variant of xrw.t
).37 Thus this determinative operates on both a phonetic and an ideographic

(

level. The third subcategory is, however, a simple switch in determinatives. Returning to
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the verb Hqr, “to eat,” the “man with hand to mouth” (

) is replaced by a loaf of

) in Unas’ pyramid.38

bread (

III. Mutilation
The third type of alteration, and perhaps the most interesting, is mutilation.39 Often
this involves the use of a limb or appendage for a whole human being. For example, in
Unas’ pyramid, the “man falling” (EG, A15) determinative in xr,
sliced in two: only a pair of legs remains:

, is effectively

. In Pepi I’s pyramid, the opposite end of

the body was kept: the head and shoulders are showing (

).40

As noted by Lacau,41 all signs that represented living beings were possibly subject to
this type of modification. In addition to representations of human beings, which were the
most commonly modified signs in the Pyramid Texts, Lacau described the patterns in
which animal signs, which he subdivided into mammals, birds, fish, and serpents and
insects, were also occasionally altered. Mammal signs such as the “recumbent lion,” (EG,
E23),

, are treated variously in the different pyramids; in the pyramids of Unas and

Teti, the lion was preserved. In the pyramids of Pepi I and Merenre, however, the sign
was cut in half with a bisecting line:

38

.42 Remarkably, the strategy for the treatment of
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a given sign could vary from pyramid to pyramid, or even from room to room within the
same pyramid. Lacau suggests that this variation can be explained by the preferences of
different scribes.43 Bird signs are left intact in the Pyramid Texts,44 but fish are omitted
entirely.45 Serpents, like birds, are left intact.46 As opposed to a naturalistic depiction, the
scorpion is always represented in a tailless, abstract form (

), perhaps to guard against

its sting.47
In subsequent time periods, some of these patterns of modification were retained. In
some cases, however, for reasons that are not entirely clear, the patterns in mutilation
shifted and new trends emerged. A sampling of objects that exhibit some of these trends
will be examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXAMPLES OF HIEROGLYPHIC “MUTILATION”

As described in the preceding chapter, the earliest known instances of hieroglyphic
modification (i.e., suppression, replacement, and mutilation) occur in the Pyramid Texts
inscribed on the walls of Unas’ burial chamber,1 which coincides with the earliest known
appearance of this corpus of texts.2 The subsequent time period saw variations in the
subjects and types of sign mutilation, and “a new level of imagistic complexity”3 was
attained. Barbara Russo has studied instances of sign mutilation ranging from around the
Sixth Dynasty to the Middle Kingdom in which the horned viper is rendered without a
head.4 Among the cases she presents, she points out several trends. The first is that most
of the texts with headless horned vipers display a degree of paleographic consistency in
that several signs (aside from the horned viper) are suppressed or mutilated in a similar
fashion.5 She also states her belief that the phenomenon of hieroglyphic mutilation has a
Memphite origin that corresponds with the time at which burial chambers were regularly
inscribed with hieroglyphic texts.6 In addition, she notes that the headless horned viper
does not appear to occur in any royal contexts in the Old Kingdom nor afterward, a
1

Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications,” 2.

2

James P. Allen, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, ed. Peter Der Manuelian (Atlanta:
Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), 1.
3

Ritner, “Killing the Image,” 398.

4

Barbara Russo, “La vipère à cornes sans tête: Étude paleographique et considerations
historiques,” Bulletin de l’institut français d’archéologie orientale 110 (2010): 251-274.
5

Russo, “La vipère à cornes sans tête,” 260.

6

Ibid., 261.
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phenomenon which she attributes to the presence of protective spells from the Pyramid
Texts, not yet accessible to private individuals, on the walls of the burial chamber.7
The present study, borrowing Russo’s approach, aims to compile an illustrative list
(which is by no means exhaustive) of objects on which bird signs are rendered without
legs, a phenomenon that seems to be mostly confined to the late Middle Kingdom and
Second Intermediate Period. Due to travel limitations, this study was limited to an
analysis based on the examination of objects in publications and online museum catalogs.
Bird signs were chosen as the focus because they seem to be the most troubling
specimens in terms of how they accord with the theory that signs were mutilated in an
effort to prevent them from harming the deceased. Where appropriate, other patterns of
hieroglyphic modification (i.e., suppression or replacement) will be commented upon.
The objects have been divided between royal and elite examples and further subdivided
according to the individual to whom they belonged.
I. Royal
1. Neferuptah
The earliest known attestation of mutilated hieroglyphs around this time period comes
from the burial of the princess Neferuptah in the late Middle Kingdom. A daughter of
Amenemhat III, the ruins of her pyramid are located at Hawara, approximately two
kilometers to the southeast of her father’s pyramid.8 Her tomb was divided into two

7

Russo, “La vipère à cornes sans tête,” 262. Though human and mammal signs were
mutilated in the Pyramid Texts, serpents were left intact.
8

Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo: General
Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 1.
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sections: the offering chamber and the burial chamber, as see in Figure 10. Several
objects located within her tomb displayed mutilated hieroglyphs:
A. Black Granite Offering Table (seen in Figures 11a,b,c,d)
Provenience: Offering Chamber, Pyramid of Neferuptah, Hawara
Present Location: Uncertain
Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 7-10, Fig. 7(A-C), Pl.
VI(a,b), VII.
Upon this offering table, which is in the shape of an inverted

-sign, are

representations of the offerings in which Neferuptah would hope to partake in the
afterlife. The text is comprised of two standard iterations of the Htp – di – n(y)-swt
formula, each one beginning at the line of vertical symmetry along the top edge of the
offering table and continuing away from the center (see Figures 11b and 11c for detailed
views). The lines of text are not identical, but their structure is approximately
symmetrical. All of the bird and serpent signs are left incomplete: the birds are without
legs, and the serpents have no tails. Two of Lacau’s categories are at play here:
suppression and mutilation. In avian terms, one example of suppression is the spelling of
the word for ‘provisions’ (DfAw) in the center of the line of text on the viewer’s left, seen
in Figure 11e). This writing is expressed with the repetition of Df three times: an Egyptian
convention (originally Old Egyptian) for graphically indicating the plural without
resorting to the use of the quail chick or plural strokes.9 In addition, the phonetic
component [A] remains unexpressed. Interestingly, though the bird signs that usually
9

James E. Hoch, Middle Egyptian Grammar, SSEA Publication XV (Mississauga:
Benben Publicaations, 1997), 28, and James P. Allen, Middle Egyptian: An Introduction to the
Language and Culture of Hieroglyphs, 2nd Ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010),
39.
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occur in this word are suppressed, the serpent signs are not. They are, however,
mutilated: their bodies are halved and missing the tail section. This strategy has also been
applied to the bird signs on the offering table. Virtually all of the birds are depicted
without legs: the quail chick (

), owl (

), goose (

are all affected. It should be noted that the signs used in

), and pintail duck (

) signs

within the offering formula

are conventional; this is not an example of mutilation.
B. Tall Silver Hs-vase (seen in Figure 12a,b)
Provenience: Offering Chamber, Pyramid of Neferuptah, Hawara
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, number uncertain
Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 12, 14, Fig. 8, Pl.
XIVa, XVa.
In addition to the offering table, the offering chamber contained a silver Hs-vase on
which one can also see mutilated hieroglyphs. This object was found next to the offering
table in the northwest corner of the offering chamber, which can be seen in Figure 10. On
the lid, the zA.t in the title “king’s daughter” is written with only the head of the duck, a
possible example of mutilation.10 This also occurs in the same word in the last column on
the body of the vase. The goose sign,

(EG, G38), is suppressed in the name of Geb

in the first column; only the uniliteral phonetic values are used (
“the small Ennead” in column 3, the sparrow,

). In the phrase

(EG, G37), in nDs is without legs (see

Figure 12b for detail).

10

This could also be interpreted as an example of replacement, with the normal
(EG, H1) being used in an abnormal way.
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-sign

C. Tall Silver Hs-vase
Provenience: Burial Chamber, Pyramid of Neferuptah, Hawara
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, number uncertain
Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 12-17, fig. 9, pl. XIVb,
XVb.
This object has the same shape as the vase from the offering chamber (Catalog I.1.B).
Its inscription is identical to its counterpart’s, and the patterns of alteration to the
hieroglyphs are the same (thus, see Fig. 12a,b for the appearance of the object and
content of its inscription). It was found next to the princess’ sarcophagus.
D. Wide Silver Vase (seen in Figure 13)
Provenience: Burial Chamber, Pyramid of Neferuptah, Hawara
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, number uncertain
Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 12-17, Fig. 10, Pl.
XIVc, XVc.
This vase has the same inscription as the tall Hs-vases mentioned above (Cat. I.1.B-C),
with the exception that Neferuptah’s full titulary is missing from the lid of the wider vase.
The patterns of alteration to the hieroglyphs are the same as the tall vases.
E. Red Granite Sarcophagus (seen in Figure 14a,b)
Provenience: Burial Chamber, Pyramid of Neferuptah, Hawara
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, number uncertain
Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 17-24, Fig. 13-20, Pl.
XVI(a,b); Ritner, “Killing the Image,” 399, Fig. 13.9 (inscription); Salima Ikram and
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Aidan Dodson, The Mummy in Ancient Egypt: Equipping the Dead for Eternity (London:
Thames and Hudson, 1998), 252, Fig. 347c.
Neferuptah’s red granite sarcophagus shows similar patterns in alteration: the quail
chick and pintail duck signs are both left legless in her titles and descriptions, which one
can see in Figure 14a.
F. Gold Leaf Fragments from Rectangular Wooden Coffin (seen in Figure 15)
Provenience: Burial Chamber, Pyramid of Neferuptah, Hawara
Present Location: Uncertain
Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 48-58, Fig. 30-32, Pl.
XXXVII(a-d)
When Neferuptah’s tomb chamber was rediscovered, it had unfortunately been
infiltrated by a considerable amount of water.11 The sarcophagus was no exception.
Among the waterlogged debris, however, the excavators found evidence to suggest that
the sarcophagus had once contained an anthropoid coffin within a rectangular wooden
coffin, both of which had since disintegrated. Several surviving fragments of inscribed
gold leaf, which had once been affixed to the rectangular coffin, provide further examples
of objects with mutilated hieroglyphs: the birds are devoid of legs, and the serpents are
without their tails, which can be observed in Figure 15.
G. Alabaster Offering Table (seen in Figure 16)
Provenience: King’s Burial Chamber, Pyramid of Amenemhat III, Hawara
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 23013

11

Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 7.
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Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 8, 102, Pl. VIII(a,b);
W.M.F. Petrie, Kahun, Gurob, and Hawara, (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner, and
Co.,1890), 8, 15, 17, Pl. V; Ahmed Kamal, Tables d’offrandes I, Catalogue général des
antiquités égyptiennes du Musée du Caire, Nos. 23001-23256, (Cairo: Imprimerie de
l’Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, 1909), 10-13, Pl. VII; Bertha Porter and
Rosalind L.B. Moss, Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic
Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings IV. Lower and Middle Egypt (Delta and Cairo to Asyût),
(Oxford: Grifith Institute, Ashmolean Museum, 1934), 100.
Petrie found several artifacts belonging to Neferuptah at the pyramid of Amenemhat
III at Hawara:12 an additional offering table, this one made of alabaster, as well as some
duck-shaped bowls and a few jars made of the same material (for bowls and jars, see Cat.
I.1.H, below). These objects were found in the king’s burial chamber. The major
differences between the black granite offering table (Cat. I.1.A) and the alabaster one are
the difference in medium, and the fact that the maker of the alabaster offering table
labeled the depictions of offerings carved on the surface of the table. These labels also
display altered hieroglyphs: bird signs are carved without legs, and the serpents have no
tails.
H. Fragments of Alabaster Jars and Duck-Shaped Bowls (see in Figure 17)13
Provenience: King’s Burial Chamber, Pyramid of Amenemhat III, Hawara
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JE 36447a,b,c (duck-shaped bowls)

12

Petrie, Kahun, Gurob, and Hawara, 17.

13

Because Petrie’s excavation report does not make clear whether the inscriptions came
from the jars or the bowls, they have been combined here in a single entry.
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Bibliography: Farag and Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah, 8, 102, Pl. VIIIb;
Petrie, Kahun, Gurob, and Hawara, 8, 17, Pl. V (jars and duck-shaped bowls); Salima
Ikram, Choice Cuts:

Meat Production in Ancient Egypt, Orientalia

Lovaniensia Analecta 69 (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters en Departement Oosterse Studies,
1995), 235, Fig. 69 (only duck-shaped bowls).
Of great interest is that the inscriptions on the jars, according to Petrie, appear to have
been manufactured with the legs of the birds intact, only to be erased later.14 The present
author can identify no serpents on the inscriptions that were documented on the bowls
and vases; thus it is unclear whether or not the same pattern of revision affected them.
This intriguing detail suggests several possibilities. One possibility is that the decision to
mutilate the hieroglyphs was made sometime between the manufacture of these objects
and their deposition into the burial chamber, and they were altered to conform to the new
practice. It is also possible that the practice of omitting the birds’ legs was already
established when the objects were fabricated, but that the draughtsman erred by carving
complete signs. Additionally, it is conceivable that the legs were carved and then
deliberately mutilated for greater effect.15
Regarding the duck-shaped bowls, Ikram only discusses three of the vessels. She
suggests that, based on their size, some of them may actually represent geese. Curiously,
she lists the inscription for all three as “Apd nswt ptaH [sic] nfrw.”16 It seems far more
likely that the inscriptions actually read zA.t-n(y)-sw.t nfrw-ptH, “the king’s daughter,
14

Petrie, Kahun, Gurob, and Hawara, 17, Pl. V.

15

I would like to thank Dr. Nigel Strudwick for pointing out this possibility to me.

16

Ikram, Choice Cuts, 235.
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Neferuptah,” a reading corroborated by the evidence listed in Petrie’s report (see the two
horizontal inscriptions on the viewer’s left in Figure 17). This is, of course, assuming that
the unlabeled inscriptions that are reproduced in Petrie’s work actually represent the
duck-shaped vessels.
2. King Hor
The burial outfit of Awibre Hor, one of the ephemeral kings of the Thirteenth
Dynasty, also displays multiple examples of altered hieroglyphs. One interesting
characteristic of the rulers of this time period is the use of the so-called “filiative
nomina,” a practice according to which a king would incorporate his father’s name into
his nomen.17 The disintegration of royal authority at the end of the Twelfth Dynasty
likely corresponded to an increase in political clout that the rival Fourteenth Dynasty
enjoyed in the Delta,18 leading to an increased emphasis on the need to demonstrate
legitimacy by the kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty. This was accomplished in part through
the use of filiative nomina, a convention that is also rather helpful to scholars in terms of
a chronological reconstruction. There are, however, no indications that Hor used a filative
nomen, which Ryholt has taken as a sign of his non-royal parentage.19
Though a general continuity in the integrity of artistic forms and overall bureaucratic
function can be observed from the Twelfth Dynasty through this time period,20 the burials

17

K. S. B. Ryholt, The Political Situation in Egypt during the Second Intermediate
Period c. 1800-1550 B.C., Carsten Niebuhr Institute Publications, Vol. 20 (Copenhagen: Museum
Tusculanum Press, 1997), 207.
18

Ibid., 75.

19

Ryholt, The Political Situation, 216.

20

Gae Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance (c.2055-1650 BC),” in The Oxford
History of Ancient Egypt, ed. Ian Shaw (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 171.
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of these short-reigned kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty were relatively modest in
comparison to those of their predecessors. Hor, for example, was buried in a shaft tomb
within the mortuary complex of Amenemhat III, located at Dahshur. 21 When Jacques de
Morgan and his team rediscovered the tomb in 1894, they made some intriguing finds. In
clearing the entry to the tomb, the excavators found a wooden kA-statuette in a poor state
of preservation and fragments from two alabaster vases.22 The statue base retained a
fragment of its original gold leaf, which had been inscribed with the nomen of the king,
as seen in Figure 18. Significantly, it was written with a Horus falcon wearing the double
crown; as it will be seen below, this sign is suppressed on other objects from the tomb.
The pintail duck-sign in the honorific zA ra has its legs, and the horned viper is whole. The
two vases, however, probably libation vessels (Cat. I.2.A),23 exhibit the same types of
mutilation seen on the burial equipment of Neferuptah: the birds have no legs and the
snakes have no tails.
A. Fragments of Two Alabaster Vases (seen in Figure 19)
Provenience: Shaft Tomb of Hor, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III, Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 4028-9
Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 90, 95, Fig. 210; Sydney Aufrère, “Le
roi Aouibrê Hor; esaai d’interprétation du materiel découvert par Jacques de Morgan à
Dahchour (1894),” Bulletin de l’institut français d’archéologie orientale 101 (2001), 1417; Bertha Porter and Rosalind Moss, Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian
21

Callender, “The Middle Kingdom Renaissance,” 171.

22

Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, mars – juin 1894 (Vienna: Adolphe
Holzhausen, 1895), 90.
23

Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibriê Hor,” 15.
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Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings III2. Part 2. Saqqâra to Dahshûr, 2nd Ed., rev.
and augmented by Jaromír Málek, (Oxford: Griffith Institute, Ashmolean Museum,
1981), 889.
The inscriptions on these vases certainly show mutilation in that the legs of the birds
are missing and the lone serpent is halved. A probable example of suppression is the use
of the phonetic uniliteral signs for the verb xpr instead of the use of the triliteral scarab
beetle.
B. Stela I (seen in Figure 20a)24
Provenience: Shaft Tomb of Hor, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III, Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JE 30951
Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 94, Fig. 217; Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê
Hor,” 26-27; Porter and Moss, Topographical Bibliography III2, 888.
Perhaps the best-known find from this tomb is the king’s kA-statue (Egyptian Museum,
Cairo, JE 30948), a representation that is slightly smaller than life-sized at 1.35 m, which
can be seen in Figure 21. The wooden statue, which was found lying on its back in a
naos, depicted the nude king wearing a tripartite wig surmounted by the kA-symbol.
According to the excavation report, this statue was originally covered in a layer of gray
paint that fell away when the statue was handled.25 Once attached to the front of the naos
were sheets of gold leaf with hieroglyphic inscriptions in green paint; these decorative

24

de Morgan refers to this object and to another stela simply as “stèle rectangulaire”
(Fouilles à Dahchour, 94); this study follows the numbering used by Aufrère (“Le roi Aouibrê
Hor,” 26-28) to differentiate the two artifacts.
25

de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 91.
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elements are lost to us today.26 In the record made by the excavators,27 however, it would
appear that none of the signs had been altered, as all of the birds retained their legs, the
bee kept its head, and the snakes were whole. As seen on the base of the kA-statuette
mentioned above (see p. 42) the Horus falcon was used for the nomen. This renders the
hieroglyphic alteration on the king’s other funerary objects all the more striking.
Found below the naos of the large kA-statue, for instance, was a rectangular alabaster
“stela” with hieroglyphs executed in sunk relief and painted in blue.28 Here, we have
examples of both mutilation and suppression. The patterns of mutilation are much the
same as those in Neferuptah’s burial: the birds are missing legs and the serpents lack
tails. This stela also displays several headless bee-signs:

(EG, L2). The king’s

nomen, which was written with the Horus falcon on the statue naos, here shows an
instance of suppression written inside a cartouche with the use of alternate, phonetically
equivalent signs, which one can see in Figure 20b. It is noteworthy that the zA ra honorific
is included within the cartouche in this instance. Another interesting observation is that
this text, which is written in retrograde, 29 represents a spell for providing Hor with food
and drink that corresponds to Sprüche 204-20530 from the Pyramid Texts.

26

de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 91, and Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê Hor,” 17, n. 82.

27

de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 93, Fig. 214.

28

Ibid., 92.

29

Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê Hor,” 26.

30

Kurt Sethe, Die altaegyptischen Pyramidentexte, vol. 1 (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrich’ssche
Buchhandlung, 1908), 67-69; R.O. Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, (Oxford: at
the Clarendon Press, 1969), 127; or, following Allen’s numbering system, Wenis 139-140 (Allen,
The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 29).
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C. Stela II (see in Figure 22) and Fragment of Offering Table (seen in Figure 23)
Provenience: Shaft Tomb of Hor, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III, Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JE 30952 and JE 30953
Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 94, Fig. 218 (Stela II); de Morgan,
Fouilles à Dahchour, 95 Fig. 219 (Fragment of Offering Table); Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê
Hor,” 27-29; Porter and Moss, Topographical Bibliography III2, 888.
A stela on the west wall and a circular altar (which was found in pieces) show the
same patterns in mutilation as seen on Stela I (Cat. I.2.B), to which we may add the
suppression of the goose in Geb’s name, written as

and

, respectively.

Aufrère comments on the similarity between these two texts and those that wrap around
the edges of Neferuptah’s offering tables: Cat. I.1.A, seen in Figures 11a, b, c, d, and Cat.
I.1.H, seen in Figure 16.31
D. Gold Leaf from Coffin (seen in Figure 25, 27d) and from Canopic Chest (seen in
Figure 25, 26c)32
Provenience: Shaft Tomb of Hor, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III, Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 28106 (coffin), JE 51266 (canopic
chest)

31

Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê Hor,” 28.
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The unusual sign in the first row of text after the
in Fig. 25 is a form of the
imy-wt fetish; tpy-mnyw=f is an epithet for Anubis of ambiguous meaning. One suggestion, “Der
auf seinem Schrein (?) ist,” can be found in Christian Leitz, ed., Lexikon der ägyptischen Götter
und Götterbezeichnungen, vol. 7 (Leuven; Paris; Dudley, MA: Peeters Publishers & Department
of Oriental Stuides, 2002), 389. Aufrère translates the phrase as “qui est sur son poteau,” (“Le roi
Aouibrê Hor,” 35).
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Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 101-102, Fig. 241 and 241 bis., Pl.
XXXVI [bottom]; Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê Hor,” 33-34 (from coffin); de Morgan,
Fouilles à Dahchour, 102, 104, Fig. 245, Pl. XXXVI [middle right]; Aufrère, “Le roi
Aouibrê Hor,” 35-36; Aidan Dodson, The Canopic Equipment of the Kings of Egypt
(London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1994), 115 (from canopic chest); PM
III2, 888 (both).
Sheets of gold leaf with inscriptions were also affixed to the king’s coffin and canopic
chest; these fragments display the same types of mutilation that we have seen on Hor’s
burial equipment thus far (no legs for the birds, no tails for the snakes, and no heads for
the bees). It is interesting to note, however, that the Egyptian vultures, rather than simply
missing their legs, only display the upper part of their bodies (see the last row of
hieroglyphs in Figure 24 for a good example). It is difficult to tell whether this was also
the case for the text on the alabaster vases, stelae, and offering table (Cat. I.2.A-C),
considering that the epigraphic record for these objects does not indicate any of the signs’
interior paleographic details. The fragments from the coffin correspond to CT VII, Spell
788.33
E. Canopic Jars (seen in Figure 27)
Provenience: Shaft Tomb of Hor, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III, Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JE 30954 [CG 4019-4022]
Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 106, Fig. 247; Dodson, The Canopic
Equipment of the Kings of Egypt, 30-2, 36 n. 89, 40 n. 19, 44-6, 48, 92, 115-6, 144-7, Pl.
VII-VIII; Porter and Moss, Topographical Bibliography III2, 888.
33

Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê Hor,” 34.
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The canopic jars themselves, which still contained the viscera of the king,34 also exhibit
these mutilation patterns: all of the animate signs (the bee, pintail duck, and horned viper)
are mutilated. One interesting addition is that the vulture sign in the name of Duamutef is
suppressed;

(EG, D37) is substituted for the phonetic value [m].35
3. Nubheteptikhered

A tomb to the east of Hor’s resting place contains a burial that is very stylistically
similar to that of the king. This tomb belongs to a princess by the name of
Nubheteptikhered. On the basis of its proximity to Hor’s tomb and the similar styles, it is
often assumed that this woman was a daughter of king Hor.36
Comparing numerous seals from this time period, Ryholt has determined that two
different seal types bearing the same name indicate that there were two royal women with
the name Nubhetepti; hence the designation of the one listed above as ‘the child.’37 Some
scant evidence indicates that two kings who were not listed on the Turin Canon ruled
after King Hor: Khabau and Djedkheperu.38 A monument found at Tanis suggests that the
Hor and Khabau may have been co-regents for a time, suggesting a father-son
relationship. If this is the case, it can be argued that the elder Nubhetepti, who held the

34

Dodson, The Canopic Equipment of the Kings of Egypt, 115-116.

35

See Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 454 for other instances in which D37 has this
phonetic value.
36

Ryholt, The Political Situation, 217, and Dodson, The Canopic Equipment of the Kings
of Egypt, 32.
37

Ryholt, The Political Situation, 218.

38

Ibid., 216-217.
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titles Hmt-n(y)-swt and mwt-n(y)-swt, may have been a wife of king Hor. This would
make it plausible that our Nubheteptikhered was a daughter of this pair.39
A. Gold Leaf from Coffin (seen in Figure 26a and 28) and from Canopic Chest
(seen in Figure 26b and 29)
Provenience: Tomb of Nubheteptikhered, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III,
Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 28104 (coffin); JE 51268 (canopic
chest)
Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 111, Fig. 263, Pl. XXXVI [top]; A.J.
Spencer, Death in Ancient Egypt (London: Penguin Books, 1982), 156-157, Fig. 55 (from
the coffin); de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 115, Fig. 268, Pl. XXXVI [middle left];
Porter and Moss, Topographical Bibliography III2, 889 (both).
The patterns of hieroglyphic modification found on the inscribed gold leaf that
adorned her coffin, which can be observed in Figures 26a and 28, are very similar to
those found on Hor’s burial equipment: the formulae on the coffins are actually
identical.40 The bird-signs are either halved or lack legs, and the serpents do not have
tails.
C. Canopic Jars (see in Figure 30)
Provenience: Tomb of Nubheteptikhered, Mortuary Complex of Amenemhat III,
Dahshur
Present Location: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG 4007-4010
Bibliography: de Morgan, Fouilles à Dahchour, 115, Fig. 269.
39

Ryholt, The Political Situation, 218.

40

Aufrère, “Le roi Aouibrê Hor,” 34.
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The formulae on her canopic jars, too, are very similar to those on the canopic jars of
Hor (Cat. I.2.E), seen in Figure 27. Nubheteptikhered’s canopic jars have bird-signs with
no legs and serpents with truncated tails. Both sets invoke the names of the four sons of
Horus, as well as the goddesses who are associated with each of these gods. The pairings
are identical on both sets (Isis-Imsety, Nephthys-Hapy, Neith-Duamutef, and SerketQebesenuef). As stated by Aufrère, the burial of Hor and that of Nubheteptikhered can be
informatively juxtaposed to form the male and female complements belonging to the
same stylistic tradition.
4. Wahneferhotep
A. Model Coffin (seen in Figure 31)
Provenience: Causeway, Pyramid Temple of Senwosret I, Lisht South
Present Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 14.3.69a,b
Bibliography: William C. Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt: A Background for the Study of
the Egyptian Antiquities in The Metropolitan Museum of Art, vol. 1 (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1953), 193, 349-350, Fig. 229; Dieter Arnold, The Pyramid
of Senwosret I (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1988), 37-39, Fig. 9, pl.
11(c,d), 14; Peter Dorman, “The Inscriptions of the Model Coffins of Wahneferhotep and
Bener,” in Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, 147-149; Georges Posener, Dictionnaire
de la civilization égyptienne (Paris: Fernand Hazan, 1959), 72; Bob Brier, Ancient
Egyptian Magic, (New York: Quill, 1981), Fig. 55; “Shabti coffin of Wahneferhotep,”
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/544367.
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Wahneferhotep held the title of “royal adherent.”41 He may have been the son of a
Thirteenth Dynasty king known as Neferhotep.42 His model coffin was found at the
Pyramid Temple of Senwosret I at Lisht. The piece is constructed very simply and,
though its construction is rather crude, it shows several examples of mutilated
hieroglyphs. The birds have no legs and the serpents lack their tails. Interestingly, it
would appear that on one face of the coffin, there is a human figure with his arms raised
who was left un-mutilated, which can be seen in Figure 31b. The human figures on many
of the objects thus far have been suppressed.
B. Shabti (seen in Figure 32)
Provenience: Inside Model Coffin (Cat. I.4.A), Causeway, Pyramid Temple of
Senwosret I, Lisht South
Present Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 14.3.70
Bibliography: Same as above (Cat. I.4.A); Hans D. Schneider, Shabtis: An Introduction
to the History of Ancient Egyptian Funerary Statuettes with a Catalogue of the Collection
of Shabtis in the Nation Museum of Antiquities at Leiden, vol. 1, (Leiden: Rijksmuseum
van Oudheden te Leiden, 1977), 92, 183; Schneider, Hans D., Shabtis: An Introduction to
the History of Ancient Egyptian Funerary Statuettes with a Catalogue of the Collection of
Shabtis in the Nation Museum of Antiquities at Leiden, vol. 3 (Leiden: Rijksmuseum van
Oudheden te Leiden, 1977), Pl. 1, Fig. 3, 6; “Shabti of Wahneferhotep,” The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/544366.
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Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, 37.

42

Hayes, Scepter of Egypt, vol. 1, 349.
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On the shabti of Wahneferhotep, pictured in Figure 32, one can see a bird with no legs
in the first full column on the viewer’s right. It would appear that the seated human figure
in the center column is intact. Several sources suggest that the serpent signs are mutilated,
as well, though none are immediately apparent in looking at the object from the front.43
The text on this object represents an early version of the so-called “shabti spell,” which
would later become known as Spell 6 from the New Kingdom Book of the Dead.44
II. Elite
In addition to the royal examples listed above, elite individuals also had objects with
mutilated bird hieroglyphs. Many of these objects have not been extensively published,
so information on them can be rather scant.
1. Senwosretankh
A. Gold Leaf Funerary Mask45
Provenience: Pit 29, Mastaba of Senwosretankh, Lisht South
Present Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 33.1.64
Bibliography: “Fragment of Funerary Mask,” Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed
March 15, 2014, http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/546344.
On a fragment of a gold leaf funerary mask from the mastaba tomb of Senwosretankh
at Lisht South, the jackal sign is suppressed in the name of Anubis and the quail chick in
the purely phonetic writing of this god’s name is without legs. The quail chick in the
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Schneider, Shabtis, vol. 1, 92, and Hayes, Scepter of Egypt, vol. 1, 350.

44

Hayes, Scepter of Egypt, vol. 1, 350.

45

The image for this object, which was found on the website of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, later disappeared during the course of my research.
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god’s epithet imy-wt is rendered likewise. This work dates to the Twelfth or Thirteenth
Dynasty.
2. Neferseneb (Reading Uncertain)
A. Section of Gold Leaf from Shabti46
Provenience: Pit 456-457, Tomb of Nakht (493), South Cemetery, Lisht North
Present Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 15.3.152
Bibliography: “Gold leaf from shabti of Neferseneb (check name)[sic],” Metropolitan
Museum of Art, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/546647.
Found in the tomb of Nakht at Lisht North, this object is from approximately the same
time period and area as the funerary mask listed above (Cat. II.1.A) and clearly shows
altered bird signs.
3. Bener
A. Model Coffin (seen in Figure 33)
Provenience: Causeway, Pyramid Temple of Senwosret I, Lisht South
Present Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 11.151.763
Bibliography: Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt, vol. 1, 350; Arnold, The Pyramid of
Senwosret I, 34-36, Fig. 7a,b, Pl. 11a; Dorman, “The Inscriptions of the Model Coffins of
Wahneferhotep and Bener,” in Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, 147-149; “Model
Coffin,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/546486?img=0.

46

This image was also removed from the museum’s website while I was conducting

research.
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This model coffin, of typical Thirteenth Dynasty design, was found at the pyramid
temple of Senwosret I by the Egyptian Expedition of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
the early 20th century. It belonged to a man named Bener, who held the title of “hallkeeper of the palace.”47 The bird signs do not have legs, and the serpents are missing their
tails. Interestingly, the spells found on the model coffins of both Wahneferhotep and
Bener can be found in the same general orientation on Middle Kingdom royal pyramidia.
The texts on these pyramidia, however, were not mutilated. 48
B. Shabti (seen in Figure 34)
Provenience: Inside Model Coffin (Cat. II.3.A), Causeway, Pyramid Temple of
Senwosret I, Lisht South
Present Location: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.4.5
Bibliography: Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt, vol. 1, 350; Arnold, The Pyramid of
Senwosret I, 36, Fig. 8 (inscription), Pl. 13; Schneider, Shabtis I, 92, 183; III, Fig. 6;
“Shabti of Bener,” Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/544875.
The texts on Bener’s shabti are very similar to those on Wahneferhotep’s shabti, as are
the patterns of mutilation. Bener’s shabti was found inside the model coffin (Cat. II.3.A),
wrapped in linen, upon its rediscovery. Again, the birds are without legs and the snakes
are without tails.

47

Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, 34.

48

Dorman, “The Inscriptions of the Model Coffins,” 147.
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4. Renseneb
A. Shabti (seen in Figure 35)
Provenience: Tomb B13, Abydos
Present Location: British Museum, EA 49343
Bibliography: Parkinson, Cracking Codes, 141; Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals, 99100; “shabti,” The British Museum, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=157591&partId=1&people=99085&page=1.
This shabti has legless birds and truncated human figures.49 It was found at Abydos in
Tomb B13 and dates to the reign of Sobekhotep IV, whom Ryholt places as the twentyninth king of the Thirteenth Dynasty.50 This man held the title “follower” during his
lifetime.51 One can clearly see the birds with no legs in the inscription, and there is a
human figure that is only depicted from the waist up in the last row (this text is written in
rows instead of columns).
We have now examined several examples of hieroglyphic modification from royal and
elite contexts, suppression and mutilation being the most frequently employed. Serpent
signs were mutilated in some of these cases, but all of these objects have birds that are
missing their legs. With this information, we may be able to form some hypotheses
regarding the motivation for these practices.
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Parkinson, Cracking Codes, 141.
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Ibid., 73.
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Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals, 100.
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CHAPTER SIX
SOME THEORIES REGARDING THE PURPOSE OF
HIEROGLYPHIC “MUTILATION”

Instances of the intentional modification of hieroglyphs at the time that they were
carved occur in relatively isolated contexts; as shown in Chapter Five, the practice of
depriving birds of their legs is mostly concentrated in the late Middle Kingdom and
Thirteenth Dynasty. The fact that most signs were not mutilated throughout the course of
Egypt’s literate history suggests that particular external pressures worked to inspire this
phenomenon. One common denominator in cases of hieroglyphic mutilation is that they
occur exclusively in a funerary context, as mentioned by Lacau.1 The tomb was, by its
nature, a liminal space; while the spirit prepared to enter the afterlife, the corpse of the
deceased was particularly vulnerable as a vestige of mortal existence. The dark of the
tomb, Lacau argued, would thus make the deceased more susceptible to the danger posed
by a threatening sign.2
The theories offered by scholars regarding the purpose of hieroglyphic mutilation,
which reflect this concern for the corpse, are highly consistent: it is meant to protect the
deceased from harm.3 The frequent repetition of this explanation, often without further

1

Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications,” 2.

2

Ibid.

3

Ritner, “Killing the Image,” 399; Ritner, The Mechanics of Ancient Egyptian Magical
Practice, 164; Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian: A Linguistic Introduction, 18-19; Rozenn BailleulLeSuer ,ed., Between Heaven and Earth: Birds in Ancient Egypt, Oriental Institute Museum
Publications, 35 (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2012), 167; A.J.
Spencer, Death in Ancient Egypt, 156; Assmann, “Ancient Egypt and the Materiality of the Sign,”
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qualification, has become almost dogmatic with regard to the topic of hieroglyphic
mutilation. The sign’s status as an icon (see p. 13, above, and Table 1) that resembles its
object, combined with the magically charged atmosphere of the tomb, imbues the sign
with the power to potentially animate. In an early work on Egyptian magic, Lexa
describes hieroglyphic signs and the Egyptian conception of their “capacité de se changer
en objets veritables.”4 Lexa cites various forms of mutilation as proof for the animating
potential inherent in hieroglyphic signs.5
A semiotic analysis of the mutilation of bird-signs will demonstrate that the
mechanisms of sign creation and interpretation are vastly complex; reading any sign or
the pattern of mutilation applied thereto in a purely iconic sense (the level of firstness) is
insufficient in order to most fully grasp the meaning of these various signs. Incorporating
the symbolic meaning (the level of thirdness) of these signs into our interpretation will
provide us with even greater insight regarding the motivations behind the mutilations.
The context in which these signs have been interpreted has taken on a relationship of
‘equivalence’ (see p. 10f., above): the tomb environment is equated with danger, a
relationship that calls for the intervention of certain protective measures such as
hieroglyphic mutilation. This explanation is certainly understandable in view of the
numerous apotropaic spells in the Pyramid Texts meant to protect the dead king from

27; Werner Forman and Stephen Quirke, Hieroglyphs and the Afterlife in Ancient Egypt
(Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1996), 101.
4

François Lexa, La magie dans l’Égypte antique: De l’ancien empire jusqu’a l’époque
copte, vol. 1, (Paris: Librarie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1925), 88.
5

Ibid.
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serpents and other pests.6 Indeed, the content of one spell from the pyramid of Teti is
quite striking in view of hieroglyphic mutilation, particularly as it relates to snakes:
“RECITATION. The Sun has appeared against you: Horus has stretched his nine bows
against this akh that comes from the ground with head cut off and tail truncated.”7 As
seen above in Chapter Five, the latter mutilation described in this spell corresponds
precisely to the pattern of rendering snakes without tails that we have seen on some of
our examples.8
A three-dimensional parallel to the mutilation of hieroglyphs might be the damage that
scholars have noted with reference to hippopotamus figurines. One example from the
Second Intermediate Period, currently in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (51.8), was
missing its proper right legs when it first arrived at the museum.9 Lacovara has stated
that, depending on the medium, hippo figurines could either represent the positive or
negative qualities of the riverine beast; he suggests that the blue figurines probably
encompassed both aspects.10 He further suggests that these figurines were often broken in
order to “kill” them, thus preventing the tomb owner from facing the animal in the

6

For example, in the Pyramid Texts, Wenis 1-18, according to Allen’s numbering (Allen,
The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 17-18).
7

Teti 260 in Allen, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 89; Utterance 385 in Faulkner,
The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 127; Spruch 385, Sethe, Die altaegyptische
Pyramidentexte, vol. 2, 367.
8

See Russo, “La vipère à cornes sans tête,” 263-270 for examples of snakes without

heads.
9

Bernard V. Bothmer, “A Hippopotamus Statuette of the Middle Kingdom,” Bulletin of
the Museum of Fine Arts 49, No. 278 (Dec., 1951), 100.
10

Peter Lacovara, “A New Date for an Old Hippopotamus,” Bulletin of the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, Vol. 4 (1992), 24.
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afterlife.11 This dismemberment was paralleled in the dramatic production of the victory
of Horus over his enemies at Edfu, in which a hippopotamus made out of bread, a symbol
for Seth, was dismembered.12 The extremely dangerous nature of the hippopotamus
would certainly justify the mutilation of a hippo figurine in a tomb context.
The argument that all animate hieroglyphic signs were mutilated in order to protect the
deceased becomes more tenuous, however, when one examines instances of mutilation
that occur in other signs. The mutilation of human signs, for instance, is puzzling in that
the human signs ostensibly represent Egyptian humans.13 In the Pyramid Texts, where the
first known mutilations are attested, is it actually reasonable to assume that signs
representing Egyptian human beings would animate and rise up against their newly
deceased king? In addition, an examination of various bird signs may help to demonstrate
that not all signs were mutilated in order to protect the deceased.
Consider the lappet-faced vulture

(EG, G14).14 Houlihan describes this bird as a

“very dominant and aggressive hunter.”15 He states that the bill of this species is able to
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Lacovara, “A New Date,” 24.

12

A.M. Blackman and H.W. Fairman, “The Myth of Horus at Edfu: II. C. The Triumph
of Horus over His Enemies: A Sacred Drama,” The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 28 (Dec.,
1942), 34
13

Goldwasser, From Metaphor to Icon, 31.
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Gardiner (Egyptian Grammar, 469) identifies this sign as a representation of the
species Gyps fulvus, the griffon vulture. Bailleul-LeSuer (Between Heaven and Earth: Birds in
Ancient Egypt, 61) argues that, at least in the Eighteenth Dynasty, this sign actually represented
the lappet-faced vulture, Aegypius tracheliotus. Houlihan states that G14 has typically been
understood as a representation of Gyps fulvus [(Patrick F. Houlihan, The Birds of Ancient Egypt
(Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1986), 41], but he also comments that the characteristics of the
lappet-faced vulture had an influence on G14 (The Birds of Ancient Egypt, 42.)
15

Houlihan, The Birds of Ancient Egypt, 42.
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tear into the flesh of even such large mammals as the elephant or rhinoceros.16 The
vulture’s reputation as a scavenger bird17 would clearly suggest that its presence in
writing on a canopic jar would be most undesirable. This may explain the reasoning
behind the use of the arm sign in the writing of Duamutef as seen on many of the artifacts
listed above; perhaps it was thought that the sign would animate and devour the entrails
of the deceased, depriving that person of a whole body in the afterlife. It is also possible,
however, that the symbolic value of the vulture as a divine entity prohibited its depiction
on the object.
Other species of bird, however, seem rather more benign. Houlihan describes the
white-fronted goose, commonly understood as Gardiner’s sign G38 (

), as a

“sociable and peaceful bird.”18 Thus the commonly employed rhetoric that animate signs
pose a direct threat to the deceased begins to lose some credence. On both of the offering
tables of Neferuptah (Cat. I.1.A and G), seen in Figures 11a,c and 16, this sign appears
without legs in the determinatives for several types of birds given as food offerings on the
viewer’s right: the

,

19

, and

geese, specifically. It also seems

that this sign appears as a generic determinative for “bird” in the word

,

16

Houlihan, The Birds of Ancient Egypt, 42.

17

Ibid., 42.

18

Ibid., 59.

19

Note that on the Hawara table found at her father’s pyramid (Cat. I.1.G) seen in Figure

16, it would appear that sign G42 (

) has instead been used as the determinative for mnwt,

. Despite the variation in sign, the general argument remains the same.
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meaning “pigeon.”20 Another example is the pintail duck

appears in Neferuptah’s list of bird offerings (

(EG, G39), which also

). It is not entirely clear,

however, that the individual who carved the text actually distinguished between the
pintail duck and goose signs.
The theory that these signs, in particular, were modified in an effort to protect the
deceased from their harmful potential seems untenable for the following reasons. First, as
already mentioned, the typical behavior exhibited by these species of birds seems to
suggest that they would not inherently have posed a threat to the deceased in the first
place. Even if one does not accept the assertion that the birds were inherently harmless,
the offering table, while close to the deceased, would not have been in immediate
proximity to the corpse. In Neferuptah’s burial chamber, which we have seen in Figure
10, in fact, a small partition wall separated the table from her sarcophagus. One can also
make the argument that their presence on the offering table should have been omitted
entirely, either in the form of replacement or suppression.
On the offering list in the Middle Kingdom tomb of Antefoker, for instance, all four of
these offering-birds are determined with the trussed goose- or duck-sign

(EG,

G54).21 The fact that these spellings occur in an earlier Middle Kingdom tomb indicates
20

According to Gardiner, G38 and G39 can both be used as generalized bird
determinatives, and they were sometimes interchangeable (Egyptian Grammar, 471). It is nearly
impossible to tell from the line drawings of these offering tables which bird is actually
represented in the determinative.
21

Nina de Garis Davies and Alan H. Gardiner, The Tomb of Antefoker, Vizier of
Sesostris I, and of His Wife, Senet (No. 60) (London: Egypt Exploration Society, 1920), Pl.
XXXII. Reference found in Winifried Barta, Die altägyptische Opferliste von der Frühzeit bis zur
griechisch-römischen. Münchner Ägyptologische Studien 3 (Berlin: Bruno Hessling, 1963), 161.
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that they could have easily been used on the offering tables of Neferuptah (the use of the
“living” bird-signs on Neferuptah’s equipment, however, may have merely represented a
regional practice). If the aim were strictly to protect the deceased from an animate threat,
then presumably the use of the trussed goose-sign, already being dead, would have been
very sensible and appropriate in this case; these are, after all, food offerings.
Alternatively, the entire determinative could have been suppressed in favor of the
Egyptian artistic convention of using larger images as de facto determinatives for a text.22
The offerings to which these words refer, are, after all, depicted immediately to the
viewer’s left of the signs, which can be observed in Figure 16. While this is not clear on
the black granite table in Figure 11b (Cat. I.1.A), they are actually labeled as such on the
alabaster table in Figure 16 (Cat. I.1.G).
Even in instances where the birds have no legs on objects like a coffin or sarcophagus,
those objects that were physically nearest to the corpse, it seems tenuous at best to
assume that this strategy was employed solely for the protection of the deceased. On the
inscribed gold leaf that was once attached to the coffins and/or canopic chests of
Neferuptah, Hor, and Nubheteptikhered, there are examples of Egyptian vultures and
owls that do not have legs (for example, see Figures 24, 25, 28, 29, etc.). One may
concede that the mutilation of these birds of prey perhaps supports the theory that they
possessed the ability to harm the deceased. A section of Neferuptah’s sarcophagus shown
in Figure 14a, however, displays two legless quail chicks and a pintail duck treated
likewise. It seems unlikely that these birds would have posed an immediate threat to the
deceased.
22

Henry Fischer, “Redundant Determinatives in the Old Kingdom,” Metropolitan
Museum Journal, 8 (1973), 7. I’d like to thank Dr. Nigel Strudwick for this reference.
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Patterns in “Mutilation” on Objects from Chapter 5
In looking at these objects collectively, several patterns emerge: 1) animate signs with
uniliteral phonetic values are present, but mutilated, and 2) signs with biliteral or triliteral
values are generally suppressed, as are those serving as determinatives. Regarding the
first pattern, Egyptian vultures (

)23, quail chicks (

), and owls (

), all of which

were basic uniliteral signs, exhibited mutilation. In cases where the sign has a biliteral or
triliteral phonetic value, suppression was often employed.
For instance, in King Hor’s funerary outfit, his own name was written without the use
of the Horus falcon ideogram; instead we see the

(EG, D2),

(EG, D21), and

(EG, N31) signs, which can be observed in Figure 21b. One will recall that on another
artifact belonging to this king, pictured in Figure 18, the Horus falcon was present. One
example of the suppression of a determinative occurs in the writing of the name of the
god Geb, which lacks the goose determinative (see pp. 36 and 45, above).
There are, however, cases in which biliteral signs were mutilated instead of
suppressed, especially the pintail duck-sign,

(EG, G39), with the value zA in phrases

such as zA.t n(y)-swt, ‘king’s daughter,’ as seen in Figure 15a. Unlike the sign’s use in zt
as it is seen in the objects in Figures 11a,c and 16, where it was a determinative (see p.
60, above, and Cat. I.1.A,G) the pintail duck in this case is being used in a phonetic
capacity. Perhaps because of this, suppression would not have been a viable option in

23

In the cases where Egyptian vultures are mutilated, it would appear that, rather than
simply lacking legs, they are actually truncated in the middle of their bodies (for example, see
Figures 24, 25, 27). This appears to have happened to the owl-signs, to some extent, as well, as
seen in Figure 27.
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terms of utilizing a different writing. It must have been concluded that this strategy would
have detracted from the intended symbolic (see p. 13 for the Peircean definition of
symbol) meaning. If the sign had been suppressed, there could potentially have been a
loss of meaning with the use of the uniliteral signs that provided the same phonetic
value.24 If this were strictly the case, though, why was it deemed appropriate to suppress
the Horus falcon, but not the pintail duck? It seems clear that the decision to use the sign,
albeit in an altered form, was a deliberate aesthetic choice that may have had specific
cultural implications. We must consider two points: 1) why some signs were mutilated,
but others were suppressed, and 2) why these signs were mutilated in this specific fashion
(i.e., deprived of their legs). In exploring some possible answers to these inquiries, we
may be able to move closer to a plausible explanation for this puzzling practice.
Regarding the first point, we will return to the case in which the pintail duck was
mutilated, as shown in Figures 11a,c and 16 (Cat. I.1.A,G), but the Horus falcon was
suppressed, as shown in Figures 20a,b (Cat. I.2.B). In other words, if it was deemed
possible to use uniliteral phonetic signs for a king’s name without sacrificing any of the
symbolic meaning associated with the falcon, why was it not appropriate to use the same
strategy for the pintail duck? After all, one could argue that the pintail duck had
considerably less symbolic value in this case, in view of the intimate association of the
Horus falcon and Egyptian kingship.

24

In the Nineteenth Dynasty, the hieroglyphic pintail duck-sign was often replaced with

the egg-sign, (EG, H8), in expressions of filiation. Though Gardiner notes an “isolated” case in
which such a replacement may have occurred in hieroglyphs in the Twelfth Dynasty, a lack of
comparable examples makes it seem unlikely that this sign would have been used likewise in our
late Middle Kingdom or Thirteenth Dynasty examples (Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 474).
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An examination of the pintail duck’s symbolic value may shed some light on this
issue. Vernus and Yoyotte state that the duck served as a symbol for inimical forces over
which the deceased could triumph through magical means.25 In this instance, the
mutilation of the duck-sign makes sense; the mutilation of this sign conveys the semiotic
message of overcoming evil. The suppression of this sign would not have had the same
cultural impact. With this in mind, one might be tempted to arrive at the conclusion that
the pintail duck-sign was, in fact, mutilated to prevent it from harming the deceased. It is
important, however, to make a subtle distinction: rather than being mutilated iconically
(Peirce’s firstness) that is, on the basis of its resemblance to its object, the sign was
perhaps mutilated symbolically (Peirce’s thirdness), in that its culturally agreed upon
value – in this case, a harmful force – was the target of mutilation.
Inversely, one can easily imagine that the mutilation of a sign with divine associations
would either: 1) incur the wrath of that particular god, or 2) have very specific
implications for the political status of that god (see p. 27f., above). Looking at which bird
signs are mutilated, it would appear that none of the bird signs depicted on any of the
objects listed in Chapter Five necessarily double as divine icons.26 The quail chick does
not appear to have been a symbol of a particular divine being. Nor does the owl.27 In
order to avoid a situation in which a divine symbol would have to be mutilated, these
25

Pascal Vernus and Jean Yoyotte, Bestiaire des pharaons (Paris: Agnès Viénot; Perrin,
2005), 359.
26

Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications,” 58.
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It may well have been the case, however, that owls had a negative connotation in
ancient Egyptian popular culture of which we are not aware. In modern Egypt, for instance, “the
owl is the harbinger of ill-omen.” See Gamal Nkrumah, “Owls and crows,” Al-Ahram Weekly,
accessed March 25, 2014, http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/News/1407/23/Owls-and-crows.aspx. I
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birds, both of which had uniliteral phonetic values, were used to render purely phonetic
spellings of divine names. This suppression of the divine icon in undiluted form meant
that perhaps the name of the god Geb could not be signified explicitly by the goose sign,
so the less theologically charged phonetic value of the name was used instead (see pp. 36
and 45). There are arguably several instances in which it appears that the divine icon was
actually used, like in the case of the goose sign,

(EG, G38), in the food offerings on

Neferuptah’s offering tables, seen in Figures 11c and 16. Gardiner refers to G38 as “the
gb-goose”28 on the merit of its association with the god Geb. Perhaps here, then, the
pintail duck sign (EG, G39) was used in its capacity as a generic bird determinative
because it had no overtly divine associations. As mentioned in the section discussing
mutilation to a political end, however, the presence of the mutilated bird signs may have
served to emphasize the absence of the divine icons (see p. 27).
Like the pintail duck, there seem to be several other cases in which certain birds
would not have been inherently harmful to the deceased: the quail chick, for instance.
Unlike the pintail duck, however, this bird does not appear to have had a particularly rich
cultural association, at least in magico-religious terms. A few interpretations have been
suggested to explain the mutilation of signs representing non-threatening organisms.
Spencer asserted: “Even the less dangerous creatures could be a problem if they should
happen to consume the food-offerings intended for the tomb-owner.”29 The numerous
examples of birds without legs on the offering tables of Neferuptah certainly support this
theory; they can be seen in Figures 11b, c, d, and 16. The various kinds of bread depicted
28
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on these tables would have indeed made a fine meal for these birds, were they to animate.
This theory does not make quite so much sense when one sees the same birds altered on
an object like a sarcophagus, however.
It is difficult to say how much agency was attributed to a magically animated sign, and
what range of motion it was thought to have had. In describing Neferuptah’s burial
equipment, Petrie commented on the absence of the birds’ legs, noting that the signs
showing human legs were left intact. He cites the revised vase-inscriptions as proof that
the alterations must have been made as the result of “some mystical idea” 30 rather than
an attempt to economize on labor or the available space. Farag and Iskander cite
Engelbach’s explanation that these measures were taken in an effort to keep the animate
creatures from moving and thus “spoiling the text.”31 Ritner, in a general survey of text
destruction, describes the sarcophagus of Neferuptah, stating that the signs showing
“critical birds” (defined by him as the “quail-chick in ‘praise’ and the goose in the title
‘royal daughter’”) are the ones that exhibit these changes.32 It is unclear what is precisely
meant by the use of “critical” here to describe the signs; are they components in critical
words, or are the objects (i.e., the birds) to which these signs refer considered “critical”?
In any case, as we have seen on Neferuptah’s other funerary equipment (for example, see
Figures 11b, 16), it seems that the birds’ legs were left off indiscriminately: this
technique does not seem to have been restricted to any particular sub-set of birds,
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“critical” or otherwise. Ritner also aligns himself with the general opinion that the
modification of signs was meant to offset the power of signs that were “potentially
threatening to the corpse of the deceased.”33
Engelbach’s explanation seems preferable in terms of its applicability to a wider range
of circumstances; we have seen that some signs that represented birds that were not
particularly threatening were mutilated anyway, which seems to contradict the theory that
all animate signs were mutilated in order to protect the deceased from harm. The
potential for movement, at least, is a characteristic that all animate signs would share,
which makes Engelbach’s theory quite plausible.
One key problem, however, remains: common sense dictates that the most effective
means of immobilizing a bird would be to hinder its ability to fly, a strategy that seems to
have been overlooked. In the center of line 3 on the “stele” (Cat. I.2.B) pictured in Figure
20a, which was found beneath the naos containing the kA-statue of Hor, the sign
representing a ‘pintail duck flying,’

(EG, G40) is present. Even though this sign has

no legs, one does not gain the impression of immobility. A simple explanation for this
incongruity can perhaps be offered in view of the Egyptian proclivity for the prototype
(see p. 19, above). Goldwasser reminds us that the “legs walking” sign,

(EG, D54)

usually denotes movement.34 As a prototype for the concept of [movement], then, the
removal of the bird’s own legs may have semiotically rendered the bird unable to move.
In this scenario, however, one does have to contend with the possibility that, being
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human legs, the semiotic value of

as a prototype for movement might not have been

transferrable to the animal realm.
It is also interesting to note that on a First Intermediate Period coffin belonging to a
priestess named Ibui (University of Memphis, 1981.1.9), there are several examples of
inconsistent hieroglyphic mutilation among birds.35 The

-bird (EG, G4), for instance,

is bisected, while the quail chicks are left intact. This can be seen in Figures 36a and b.
Accordingly, bisecting a bird or binding its wings36 was at least possible according to the
Egyptian artistic repertoire where mutilation was concerned. In addition, though these
hieroglyphs were roughly executed, the fact that some birds were mutilated and others
were not suggests a particular motivation for this practice, which may well have been the
protection of the deceased from harm.
The legs of the bird-signs must have been removed for a particular purpose. We shall
now explore several speculative possibilities. Among some of the birds without legs on
Neferuptah’s offering tables, seen in Figures 11b and 16, are those that are considered
particularly desirable for consumption. The signs for the food offerings obviously belong
to this category: Houlihan states that the goose of sign G38 is “one of the more desirable
table geese.”37 In addition, the quail chick, which Houlihan describes as a “highly
esteemed”38 type of food, can be classified as such. In Bailleul-LeSuer’s catalog, it is
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described that, in order to produce bird victual mummies,39 “legs [were] severed in the
middle of the tibiotaurus.”40 A break in the middle of the tibiotaurus would roughly
correspond to the area of the break on the signs. Even though such a representation would
be hardly ready-to-eat, like most other offerings, the sign had to retain its most
recognizable form as a linguistic sign in order to remain semantically viable. In the case
of Neferuptah, though, this strategy would appear rather redundant, as she already had
her offerings depicted in a permanent fashion on her offering tables, seen in Figures 11b
and 16. In the case of an individual without an offering table, though, this could well
have represented a sort of reserve food source.
The interpretation is tempting, but there are several issues with it. What about the
birds that were not, to our knowledge, consumed by the ancient Egyptians, such as the
Egyptian vulture or the owl? Several explanations are possible. First, the birds that were
not considered standard fare may have been carved in the same fashion as those that were
in order to conform to an overall aesthetic scheme. Another explanation could be that it
simply did not matter that those birds were not eaten; they were generally of the category
[bird] that was, for the moment, an acceptable metonymy for the concept [edible].
In order to shed some light on this issue, it may be helpful to briefly examine another
mysterious funerary practice that had a limited time span: the reserve heads from the
Fourth Dynasty. Picardo has discussed some possible functions of the so-called reserve
heads from Giza; he emphasizes that they should be characterized by their “multivalent
39
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meaning.”41 Drawing a parallel between the reserve heads and the mutilation of
hieroglyphs, he cites Fischer’s theory that the reserve head was a sign, specifically a
synecdoche, of which one interpretant was the hieroglyph

(EG, A14). The present

study inversely considers the hieroglyphs in relation to the reserve heads.
Crucially, Picardo questions the malevolent intent of disfiguring these reserve heads
on the basis of skepticism that something so harmful would have been included in the
tomb in the first place.42 Perhaps, he argues, their status as signifiers of the much-feared
state of decapitation explains their disfigurement (he calls this phenomenon “semantic
homicide”43). They function dually (at least) as: 1) a preventative measure against
something negative, and 2) the representation of a head that was still intact enough to
serve as a replacement.44 Betsy Bryan mentions this viewpoint in a study on iconoclasm:
Thus to cover both cases with a single object – the reserve head – may have been
distinctly Egyptian in intent and analogous to the mutilation of hieroglyphs in tomb
and coffin inscriptions. This was a means of control over potentially harmful forces
and the consequent turning of them to positive functions.45
The motivations that drove various tomb owners (or those who actually did the work,
for that matter) to have the legs on the bird hieroglyphs removed may have been more
than just negative apotropaic functions, just as Picardo suggests concerning the reserve
heads. The bird-signs, which may well have been symbolically immobilized in order to
41
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prevent them from moving and so bringing disorder to the text, were not deprived of the
power of flight because of the theme of ascent that is so common to the Pyramid Texts,
and, by this time, the Coffin Texts; in lieu of extensive funerary texts, they became an
accessible, compact metaphor for the idea of ascent to elite individuals. Picardo cites the
“multifaceted nature of Egyptian religion, with [its] disparate and sometimes conflicting
etiologies for a single phenomenon,”46 in order to support the idea that the reserve heads
could have easily encompassed several valences of meaning. The same could be said for
the modified bird hieroglyphs.
Nuzzolo, however, has taken issue with Picardo’s interpretation. He instead argues
that the heads were placed inside the owners’ tombs, facing Khufu’s pyramid, so that
Khufu could “resurrect” the deceased as the sun moved across the sky and slowly
illuminated the surrounding tombs from behind Khufu’s pyramid.47 This is an interesting
thought, and Picardo’s interpretation is not without issues, but the present author finds
Nuzzolo’s citation of the Westcar Papyrus as textual evidence relating to the ideas
surrounding decapitation in the Fourth Dynasty48 somewhat dubious. In addition,
Nuzzolo explains the mutilations on the reserve heads could have represented Khufu’s
attempt to limit “the actual life and autonomy of his officials in the otherworld.”49 This
perhaps carries the awkward precondition that the tomb owners’ would necessarily have
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consented to the placement of these artifacts in their tombs, which Nuzzolo does not fully
explain.
Though the difference in status is subtle, it is worth discussing a related reading of the
mutilated birds that would shift the meaning of this action yet again in our chain of
interpretants: a possible distinction between its appearance in royal and elite contexts. It
is entirely possible that a non-royal elite who may have been privy to the tomb
decorations of the king would have adapted some of the same imagery. The mutilation of
signs for him could translate to some sort of “perceived access to restricted knowledge
[…] as a kind of symbolic capital.”50 In other words, mimicking the hieroglyphic
novelties on the king’s coffin or funerary equipment may have translated to a
corresponding promotion in status as far as the afterlife was concerned. Perhaps what we
see is simply a desire to mimic royal fashions. Whatever the king’s interpretant was, the
meaning of the signs to the elite patron transformed into the interpretant of ‘royal
privilege.’ This is not meant to evoke the long-held concept of the “democratization of
the afterlife,”51 but rather to interpret the situation in view of Hölscher’s study of Greek
and Roman art (see p.14, above), where the form, but not the content of an image was
borrowed. Perhaps these signs, having entered the artistic repertoire, had simply become
“value-free elements in a language of imagery, which one simply used.”52
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As Bal and Bryson mentioned, it is difficult for the scholar to totalize the context for
any given work. Take, for instance, the naos in which the kA-statue of Hor was found.
According to de Morgan, the original inscriptions on gold leaf (the whereabouts of which
are unknown today) contained the king’s titulary. It is remarkable that the inscriptions on
this naos, not far from the sarcophagus of the king, apparently did not show any
indications of hieroglyphic mutilation: prepositions and suffix pronouns that are
mutilated on other objects in the king’s tomb are intact. Lacau suggests that this should
be taken as an indication that the naos was not originally meant to be included in the
burial chamber, which would explain the difference in morphology.53 This explanation is
not entirely satisfactory, however, in that it perhaps implies too much carelessness on the
part of the individuals who were responsible for the burial of King Hor. The lack of any
parallels for the large kA-statue makes it difficult to ascertain what its function might have
been. Though this object was found in a funerary context, the animate signs were not
mutilated. Its context, then, is not strictly funerary; it can be extended to an environment
outside the tomb, meaning that any assumptions we make in terms of interpreting its
semiotic value must be tempered by the awareness that its context reaches beyond the
tomb chamber.
A final observation: it may be significant that the various animate signs are mutilated
in different fashions. The birds do not have legs. Human figures lack legs or arms. The
bee-signs are without their heads. Serpents have been cut in half. It seems that if these
signs were to be mutilated for a singular purpose, a singular method would have been
applied to that mutilation. The inconsistency of sign-mutilation is somewhat baffling. All
53
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of these methods, however, display a theme of dismemberment. The present author
would therefore suggest a new possibility that could potentially explain the mutilation of
hieroglyphs: it seems possible that the dismemberment of these signs may have been an
oblique reference to the dismemberment of Osiris. Wilkinson has suggested that these
signs were mutilated because they were thought to be “magically alive.”54 Perhaps on
some level, these signs, being in a funerary context, were made to resemble Osiris, the
god of the afterlife. For reasons of “decorum,”55 it was obviously not permissible to
depict the dismemberment of Osiris himself in the tomb setting. Therefore, these
hieroglyphs became an oblique reference to the cycle of myths that described the death
and resurrection of Osiris, each one acting as a representamen for the myth to the
knowledgeable viewer. This would explain why these signs always seem to occur in a
funerary context. It also solves the problem of why seemingly innocuous signs were
mutilated: their only offense was that they depicted living beings.
Assmann has discussed the theoretical considerations that surrounded the idea of
“death as dismemberment.”56 Osiris’ dismemberment at the hands of his brother Seth,
and the subsequent scattering of his limbs into the Nile, would have presumably been
familiar to a large segment of the Egyptian population. The Egyptian understanding of
the body was informed, according to Assmann, by the tension between parts and the
whole; the body represented an amalgam of various parts that was joined by the
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“connective medium of blood.”57 Evident even in their art (i.e., the “aspective”
approach), it is clear that the outlook of the ancient Egyptians was governed by what
Assmann terms “a dissecting gaze.”58 By dint of this “dissecting gaze,” he argues, the
Egyptians could more acutely understand the “connective structures and principles”59 of
the world. This is not without parallel to Goldwasser’s suggestion that, in the Egyptian
writing system, the absence of something could be emphasized by the “presence of the
presence”60 (see p. 27, above). The Egyptian understanding of the world was predicated
on contrasts. Therefore, the “mythic image of the dismembered body represented a
starting point for action;” in other words, the depiction of a dismembered figure provided
the impetus for the process of collection and rejoining that manifested itself, in the human
realm, as the embalming ritual.61
Thus, it seems entirely conceivable that the dismemberment of various hieroglyphic
signs acted as a metaphor for the dismemberment of Osiris himself. An explicit
illustration of this episode would have of course been unacceptable according to the rules
of religious “decorum,” so other animate signs were chosen as the vehicle for this
metaphor. The bird-signs without legs, as well as the other signs that were deprived of
various limbs, acted as points of reference from which the principles of connectivity that
accompanied rebirth could be fully realized.
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We have now examined numerous possibilities that could explain the mutilation of
hieroglyphs. With these in mind, we can now perhaps draw some conclusions.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS

By using a semiotic approach to the problem of why certain hieroglyphic signs were
mutilated at various points in Egyptian history, it has been shown that the conventional
explanation for the mutilation of hieroglyphs, namely, that it was a preventative measure
designed to protect the deceased from harm, cannot be applied to all instances. These
signs, depending on their form and nature, would have had multiple interpretants, some
of which may have existed simultaneously. The interpretant can also be determined by
which category of meaning (i.e., firstness or thirdness) we use to interpret the sign. In
addition, as Bal and Bryson have explained, the goal of totalizing context should be
abandoned, because one sign inevitably leads to another.
The protection of the deceased from harm is certainly still a viable explanation for the
mutilation of hieroglyphs, though it should not be applied to all cases of mutilation
indiscriminately. As evidenced by numerous spells from the Pyramid Texts, some signs
may have indeed been mutilated for an apotropaic function. The mutilation of bird-signs,
however, presents more of a problem in that not all birds can be considered inherently
harmful. They seem to have been mutilated in a specific fashion, that is, by having their
legs removed, with immobility as the chief goal; this could have been a measure to
prevent the signs from animating and consuming the offerings that were presented to the
deceased or from moving away and ruining the composition of the text. At the same time,
however, it would appear that their ability to fly might not have been hindered because of
the increasingly common theme of ascent that was found in various funerary texts. Both
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explanations can exist simultaneously. These mutilations would have been performed on
the level of firstness; the iconic value of each sign, which resembled and represented its
real-world object, was modified such that the sign would not be able to behave as that
object would.
Signs mutilated on the level of thirdness, however, present a much more complex
situation. The present author would like to suggest that the mutilation of animate signs
might have had a symbolic function; it may have been a reference to the dismemberment
of Osiris that acted as a foil to the state of wholeness that would be attained through
mummification.
Egyptian signs, being partially motivated, are inherently multivalent in terms of
meaning. Thus it seems very difficult to accept that an explanation for their mutilation
could be universally applied to all cases. Even if the signs themselves were not so
complex, the fundamental mobility of semiosis makes it nearly impossible to believe that
the mutilation of signs could have served a singular purpose in all places and times
throughout pharaonic history. The complexities of Egyptian religion itself should also
support this idea. Outside of a funerary context, there were multiple factors that
motivated mutilation: religious devotion, political gain, or personal revenge could each
have been the culprit in a given case. A variety of factors could have also encouraged
mutilation within a funerary context.
Though semiotics presents somewhat of an unwieldy framework where the
determination of meaning is concerned, the value of this framework lies in its ability to
help us re-consider certain well-entrenched intellectual concepts that have often been
repeated without qualification. Hopefully, this study has presented some viable
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alternatives, or, better, parallels to the dominant explanation for the mutilation of
hieroglyphs.
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APPENDIX A
TABLES

Table 1. Threefold division of signs according to a Peircean model. Adapted from
Nathan Houser, “Peirce, Phenomenology and Semiotics,” in The Routledge Companion
to Semiotics, ed. Paul Cobley (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 93, Table 6.1.

1
2

Threefold division of signs

1

2

3

The sign’s ground (the nature of
the sign in itself)
The sign’s relation to its object

QUALISGN

SINSIGN

LEGISIGN

ICON

INDEX

SYMBOL

RHEME

DICENT

ARGUMENT

How the sign is represented in its
3
interpretant
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APPENDIX B
FIGURES

Figure 1. Aphrodite of Capua, Roman Copy of Greek original. From Tonio Hölscher,
The Language of Images in Roman Art, trans. Anthony Snodgrass and Annemarie KünzlSnodgrass (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 60, pl. 34.
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Figure 2. Portrait Group as Venus and Mars, Antonine period. From Tonio Hölscher, The
Language of Images in Roman Art, trans. Anthony Snodgrass and Annemarie KünzlSnodgrass (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 62, pl. 35.
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Figure 3. Papyrus from the Book of the Dead of Ani, Thebes, Nineteenth Dynasty. From
“Papyrus from the Book of the Dead of Ani,” British Museum, accessed March 23, 2014,
https://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_image.aspx?image=ps3438
50.jpg&retpage=15522. The arrow indicates the mAat feather.
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Figure 4. The Narmer Palette, Hierakonpolis, ca. 3000 BCE. From H. Müller-Karpe,
Handbuch der Vorgeschichte, vol. 2, (Munich, 1968), pl. 26, as seen in Jan Assmann,
“Ancient Egypt and the Materiality of the Sign,” in Materialities of Communication, ed.
Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht and K. Ludwig Pfeiffer (Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, 1994), 19, Fig. 3.
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Figure 5. A diagram of meaning for the noun
. From Orly Goldwasser, From Icon to
Metaphor: Studies in the Semiotics of the Hieroglyphs, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 142
(Freiburg: Universitätsverlag; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995), 46, Ex. d.1.
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Figure 6. A diagram of meaning for the verb
. From Orly Goldwasser, From Icon
to Metaphor: Studies in the Semiotics of the Hieroglyphs, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 142
(Freiburg: Universitätsverlag; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995), 47, Ex. d.2.
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Figure 7. Amenemhat III , Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. From W. Stevenson Smith, The Art
and Architecture of Ancient Egypt, 3rd Ed., rev. William Kelly Simpson (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1998), 102, Fig. 183.
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Figure 8. Senwosret III, Deir el-Bahri, Twelfth Dynasty. From “Granite statue of
Senwosret III,” British Museum, accessed March 23, 2014,
https://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_image.aspx?image=ps1167
99.jpg&retpage=15344.
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Figure 9. Ramesses IX with a prince and vizier, Thebes, Twentieth Dynasty. From
“Limestone ostrakon showing Ramesses IX with a prince and a vizier,” British Museum,
accessed March 23, 2014,
https://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_image.aspx?image=ps3045
68.jpg&retpage=15399. The arrow indicates the image of the bald man.
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Partition Wall

N
Figure 10. The tomb chamber of Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. Adapted from
Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo: General
Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 6, Fig. 6. Arrow indicating the
direction of north and the partition wall label added by the present author.
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Figure 11a. Black granite offering table of Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. From
Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo: General
Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), pl. VIb.
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Figure 11b. Facsimile of the black granite offering table of Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth
Dynasty. From Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), pl. VII.
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Figure 11c. Detail, facsimile of viewer’s left side of black granite offering table of
Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. Adapted from Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander,
The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing
Office, 1971), pl. 7. Enlarged by the present author.
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Figure 11d. Detail, facsimile of viewer’s right side of black granite offering table of
Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. Adapted from Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander,
The Discovery of Neferwptah, (Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing
Office, 1971), pl. VII. Enlarged by the present author.
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Figure 11e. Detail of DfAw, ‘provisions,’ from center of vertical line of text on viewer’s
left side of Neferuptah’s black granite offering table (see Fig. 12b1).
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Figure 12a. Tall silver Hs-vase from offering chamber of Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth
Dynasty. From Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 14, Fig. 8.
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Figure 12b. Detail, tall silver Hs-vase from offering chamber of Neferuptah, Hawara,
Twelfth Dynasty. Adapted from Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of
Neferwptah (Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 14, Fig.
8. Enlarged and numbered by the present author.
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Figure 13. Drawing of wide silver vase found in the burial chamber of Neferuptah,
Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. From Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of
Neferwptah (Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 15, Fig.
10.
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Figure 14a. Drawing of inscription on sarcophagus of Neferuptah, Hawara, Twelfth
Dynasty. From Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 24, Fig. 29.
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Figure 14b. Photograph of the sarcophagus of Neferuptah, showing palace façade
decoration, Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty. From Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The
Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing Office,
1971), pl. XVIb.
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Figure 15. Drawings of gold leaf fragments that were found in Neferuptah’s
sarcophagus. Adapted from Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of
Neferwptah (Cairo: General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), 51, Fig.
31. Detail from original image enlarged by the present author.
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Figure 16. Facsimile of Neferuptah’s alabaster offering table, Hawara, Twelfth Dynasty.
Adapted from Nagib Farag and Zaky Iskander, The Discovery of Neferwptah (Cairo:
General Organization for Government Printing Office, 1971), pl. VIIIb. Detail from
original image.
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Figure 17. Facsimiles of alabaster jars and duck-shaped bowls of Neferuptah, Hawara,
Twelfth Dynasty. From W.M.F. Petrie, Kahun, Gurob, Hawara (London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trübner, and Co.,1890), pl. V.
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Figure 18. Facsimile of gold leaf fragment from kA-statuette found in tomb of Hor,
Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin
1894 (Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 90, Fig. 209.

Figure 19. Facsimile of inscription on alabaster vases from the tomb of Hor, Dahshur,
Thirteenth Dyansty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894
(Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 90, Fig. 210.
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Figure 20a. Facsimile of Stela I from the tomb of Hor, Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty.
From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894 (Vienna: Adolphe
Holzhausen, 1895), 94, Fig. 217.
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Figure 20b. Detail of Hor’s nomen from Fig. 21a.
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Figure 21. Wooden kA-statue of Hor, Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty. From Smith, W.
Stevenson Smith, The Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt, 3rd Ed., rev. William Kelly
Simpson (New Haven and Yale: Yale University Press, 1998), 97, Fig. 172.
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Figure 22. Facsimile of Stela II from the tomb of Hor, Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty.
From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894 (Vienna: Adolphe
Holzhausen, 1895), 94, Fig. 218.

Figure 23. Facsimile of fragment of offering table from the tomb of Hor, Dahshur,
Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894
(Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 95, Fig. 219.
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Figure 24. Facsimile of fragments of gold leaf from the coffin of Hor, Dahshur,
Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894
(Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 101-102, Fig. 241 and 241 bis. Arrow indicates an
Egyptian vulture that has been cut in half.
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Figure 25. Facsimile of fragments of gold leaf from the canopic chest of Hor, Dahshur,
Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894
(Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 104, Fig. 241 and 245.
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Figure 26 (a-d). Coffins and canopic chests of Hor and Nubheteptikhered, Dahshur,
Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894
(Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), pl. XXXVII.
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Figure 27. Facsimile of texts from canopic jars of Hor, Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty.
From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894 (Vienna: Adolphe
Holzhausen, 1895), 106, Fig. 247.
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Figure 28. Facsimile of gold leaf fragments from the coffin of Nubheteptikhered,
Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin
1894 (Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 111, Fig. 263.
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Figure 29. Facsimile of gold leaf fragments from the canopic chest of Nubheteptikhered,
Dahshur, Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin
1894 (Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 115, fig. 268.
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Figure 30. Facsimile of texts from the canopic jars of Nubheteptikhered, Dahshur,
Thirteenth Dynasty. From Jacques de Morgan, Fouilles á Dahchour, mars-juin 1894
(Vienna: Adolphe Holzhausen, 1895), 115, fig. 269.

Figure 31a. Shabti coffin of Wahneferhotep, Lisht, Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty. From
“Shabti coffin of Wahneferhotep,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 17,
2014, http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/544367?img=0.
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Figure 31b. Drawing of face of shabti coffin of Wahneferhotep, Lisht,
Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty. Adapted from Dieter Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I,
The South Cemeteries of Lisht, vol. 1 (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
1988), 38, Fig. 9. Detail enlarged by the present author. Arrow indicates intact human
sign.
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Figure 32. Shabti of Wahneferhotep, Lisht, Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty. From “Shabti of
Wahneferhotep,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 17, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-collections/544366.
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Figure 33. Drawing of face of model coffin of Bener, Lisht, Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty.
Adapted from Dieter Arnold, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, The South Cemeteries of
Lisht, vol. 1 (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1988), 35, Fig. 7b. Detail
enlarged by the present author.

Figure 34. Shabti of Bener, Lisht, Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty. From “Shabti of Bener,”
Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 15, 2014,
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/544875.
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Figure 35. Shabti of Renseneb, Abydos, Thirteenth Dynasty. From “Limestone shabti of
the official escort Renseneb,” British Museum, accessed March 18, 2014,
https://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_image.aspx?image=k89428.
jpg&retpage=15409.
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Figure 36a. Detail of coffin of Ibui, showing bisected tyw-bird. From Robert K. Ritner,
“Killing the Image, Killing the Essence: The Destruction of Text and
Figures in Ancient Egyptian Thought, Ritual, and ‘Ritualized History,’” in Iconoclasm
and Text Destruction in the Ancient Near East and Beyond, ed. Natalie May, Oriental
Institute Seminars, No. 8 (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
2012), 403, Fig. 13.7b.
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Figure 36b. Detail of coffin of Ibui, showing intact quail chick sign. From Robert K.
Ritner, “Killing the Image, Killing the Essence: The Destruction of Text and
Figures in Ancient Egyptian Thought, Ritual, and ‘Ritualized History,’” in Iconoclasm
and Text Destruction in the Ancient Near East and Beyond, ed. Natalie May, Oriental
Institute Seminars, No. 8 (Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
2012), 402, Fig. 13.6. Arrow added by the present author to indicate the intact quail
chick.
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